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S
I ADMINISTRATION, FACULTY, AND STAFF
Fon 1982-83
OFFICERS OF THE SMU BOARD OF TRUSTEES
EowrN L. Cox, Chaírman ol the Board
RonBnt H. Srrwenr III, Více Chaírman of the Board
Mns. CnenrEs S. SHARr, Secretary of the Board
Donoruy RolcH Hener-soN, Assístant Secretary of the Board
THE BOARD OF GOVERNORS
Ronnnr H. Srewlnr III, Chaírman
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O. P¡ur. Conr-Ey BrsHop JoH¡r Wrru¡.M RussELL
Epwru L. Cox Mns. Cntnlrs S. Sn¡np
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RonEnt H. Depv¡.N L, DoN¡,r-o Snr¡lps
Rosnnr S. Folsou C. A. Teruvr, Jn.
Jsss H¡y Gronce M, UNp¡nwooo, JR.
JoHN V. J¡.ivres
LAW SCHOOL COMMITTEE OF THE
BOARD OF TRUSTEES
Trustee Members: Non-Trustee Members:
Geonce M. UNpenwooo, Jr.., Chairman Ronnnr EowrN D.qv¡s
Wrluevr P. BenNBs Mensn¡.u- J. Dorp, JR.
Ro¡enr H. D¡ovreN HrRnnnr S. KENDRIcK
Jess Hey Jo¡rN R. JosNsoN
Wlluevr L. HurcHlsoN Nnll J. O'BmrN
EwlNc WEntuu' Jn' Faculty Members:
FneNruN G. Belcn, III
Bnv¡nly M. C,lnr
LAW SCHOOL BOARD OF VISITORS
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WeI.ren P. Zrvr-ev, JR.
Houston, Texas
OFFICERS OF THE UNIVERSITY
L. DoN¡Ln SHIELos, Presídent
Wrrrrs M. Terr, Presídent Emerítus
HeNs J. Hrlr-EnsnlNp, Provost and více President Íor Acødemic Affairs
DoNero E. Srr,flrH, Vice President for Development and unìversíty
Relatíons
Wer-rrn A. SNIcrsNnERcER, Vice Presídent Íor Student Affaírs
DrN HuosoN, Actíng Vice Presídent lor Adminístratíon
Donornv Roecn nf^lnetsoN, Secretary ol the University and Executive
Assístant to the Presídent
JEsw¡Lo W. Seucusn,J.D,, Dean of the School oÍ Law
HnNny J. LIscHn'n, Jn., LL.M., Assocíate Dean lor Academíc Afiaírs
w¡rrnn w. Srrelr, Jn., LL.M., Assocíate Dean for clínical Educa.tion
Epw¡np o. coulres, J.D., Assocíate Dean lor Externøl Afraírs and for
Advanc ed ProÍessíonal D evelopment
BnucB B. Hlnr, J.D., Director ol Federal Tax Clíníc
CvNrnIl Hor,uNcswonrs, J'D., Assocíate Director ol Legal Clínic
MrKB McCollulvr, LL.B., Assocíate Director of crímínal |ustíce cliníc
DonIs Brern, Assistant to the Dean
JnrN Junv, Dírector of Law School Admìssíons and Records
JonN H. McMunmv, Dilector of Placement
Jeues L. RIcuenosoN, Jx., Dírector of Development
N. Fnrp TlYton, Financìal Officer
FACULTY EMERITI
J¡N P. Cuanuetz, J.U.D., Prolessor Emerítus of Law
HenvBv L. D,rrvIs, LL.B., Prolessor Emerìtus of Law
JosN L. FrrzGrnr.lo, S'J.D., Prolessor Emerítus of Law
LrNNenr V. LensoN, S.J.D', Professor Emeritus ol Law
Rov Rosenr Rev, S.J.D., Professor Emeritus of Law
Moss WI\,rslsn, LL.B., Professor Emerítus of Law
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FACULTY
A. J. Tuov¡,s, Jx., llilliam Hawley Atwell Professor ol Constitutíonal
Law, 8.5., 1939, A&M College of Texas; LL.B, 1943, University of
Texas; LL.M., 1947, and S.J.D., 1951, University of Michigan. A mem-
ber of the U. S. Foreign Service prior to his teaching career, Professor
Thomas has been a consultant to both ROCAP (Central America) and to
the U. S. Arms Control and Disarmament Agency and is the co-author
with his wife, Ann Van Wynen Thomas, of many books and articles on
international law, including IVorld Rule of Law (1975), The Concept of
Aggression (1973), Legal Limíts on the Use of Chemícal and Bíologícal
Weapons (1970), The Organízation of Amerícan States (L963), and The
Internatìonal Law ol Indirect Aggression and Subversìon (1965). He has
taught Admiralty, Public International Law, Constitutional Law, and Con-
flicts of Law. Long active in the Graduate Program in Law, he served
as Dean ad ínterim of the S.M.U. Law School from 1978 to 1980.
CsenrBs O. GelvIN, Professor of Law, B,S.C., 1940, Southern Meth-
odist University; M.B.A., 1941, J.D., 1947, Northwestern University;
S.J.D., 1961, Harvard University. Dean of the S.M.U. School of Law
for flfteen years, he has served on various Committees of the Section of
Taxation of the American Bar Association, the Advisory Committee to
the Commissioner of Internal Revenue, and has testified on various occa-
sions before the House Committee on Ways and Means of the United
States Congress. He has published numerous tax and tax-related articles.
His extensive efforts toward tax reform have helped produce two volumes
entitled Stud¡es in Substantíve Tøx Reform (1969) and Reforming the
Federal Tax Structure (1973). He has served on the Executive Commit-
tee of the Association of American Law Schools and as a member of the
American Bar Association Accreditation Committee. He is Secretary to
the Council of the Section of Legal Education and Admissions to the Bar
of the American Bar Association.
Josepu W. McKxlc:nr, ProÍessor of Law,8.A., 1947, University of
Texas; 8.4., 1,949; B.C.L., 1950; and M.4., 1954, Oxford University;
LL.M., 1959, Columbia University. Professor McKnight is an authority
in the fields of legal history, and family law and community property. He
has written extensively on the Spanish law influence on American juris-
prudence and is currently at work on his Spanish Impact on Amerícan
Family Law. He is also the co-author with \ry. A. Reppy of the forthcom-
ing casebook, Texas Mdrítal Property Law. In L967 he served as a pro-
fessor at the University of Edinburgh, and in 1976he was on leave at the
University of Salamanca. He was a principal draftsman of the Texas
Family Code and its ongoing revisions and served as Director of the
Family Code Project of Texas. He served as Vice-President of the Ameri-
can Society for Legal History in 1966-1968 and as a member of the
Board of Directors from 1967-1975. He has served the Law School as
the Associate Dean for Academic Affairs (1977-1980).
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Ar¡¡¡ R. BnoMnnnc, Professor ol Law,8.4,, 1949, Harvard Univer-
sity; J.D., 1952, Yale University. Professor Bromberg practiced law in
Dallas prior to joining the faculty at S,M.U. in 1956. He has been a
Senior Fellow at the Yale Law School and a Visiting Professor at the
Stanford Law School. He is the author of a number of authoritative pub-
lications, including Securities Fraud and Commoditíes (in four volumes),
Crane and Bromberg on Partnersltip, and numerous articles on tax, cor-
porate, securities, and partnership law. A member of the American Law
Institute, he is on the Editorial Board of Matthew Bender and Company,
and of several reviews in the corporate and securities area. He is active on
six American Bar and Texas Bar committees in his areas of interest. He
teaches the courses primarily in business associations, security regula-
tion, and corporate planning.
Wrlrrelr J. Fr-rrrrc, Prolessor of Law, B.Sc.L., 1946, University of
Minnesotar LL.B., 1947, Columbia University. Professor Flittie served as
Assistant Attorney General of South Dakota for five years and as an
attorney with Texaco, Inc., for eight years prior to his joining the faculty
of S.M.U. He is on the Editorial Committee of W. Summers, The Law
ol Oil and Gas and has written many articles in the areas of oil and gas
and the law of antitrust. He has taught courses in oit and gas, antitrust
law, contracts, equitable remedies, evidence, Texas land titles, and ab-
stracts.
Howenn J. T¡.usnNr.rro, Professor ol Law, 4.8., 7947; LL.B., 1948;
and Ph.D., 1958, Columbia University. Professor Taubenfeld teaches pri-
marily in the areas of public international law, impacts of new technol-
ogy, ethics, property law, and family law. He is the co-author of the
pioneering work with Professor Philip Jessup on Controls for Outer
Space; co-author of Race, Peace, Law and Southern AÍríca; editor of
Controlling the IVeather; and is also the author of a five-volume work
on sex discrimination in International Law and Organizations. He is a
Consultant to the U. S. Department of State; the Environmental Protec-
tion Agency; the National Science Foundation; the National Center for
Atmospheric Research; Scripps Institution of Oceanography, and
N.O.A.A. Profesor Taubenfeld has taught in France, Mexico, Israel, and
Greece.
Cn¡nres J. MonRrs, Professor ot' Law, A.8., 1944, Temple University;
LLß., 1948, Columbia University. Professor Morris specializes in labor
law and is the editor-in-chief of the authoritative Developing Labor Law,
published by the American Bar Association, the second edition of which
he is currently preparing. He was a visiting professor at Monash Univer-
sity, Melbourne, Australia in 1974 and at Cornell University from 1977-
79. He has lectured or conducted research in numerous countries, in-
cluding Canada, Sweden, Japan, Holland, Belgium, West Germany, Eng-
larid, Australia, Austria and Switzerland. He is the author of numerous
articles and a frequeut lecturer on labor law. In 1978 he was appointed
by President Carter to a 5-year term as a founding member of the Fed-
eral Service Impasses Panel created r.lnder the Civil Service Reform Act
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of 1978. He is also an active labor arbitrator. Prior to his appointment
on the S.M.U. Law faculty, he was a partner in a Dallas law firm special-
izing in labor law. At S.M.U. he teaches the courses in labor law, col-
lective bargaining and arbitration, legislative and administrative process,
and perspectives on American law.
Henvnv WtNco, Prolessor ol Law,8.4., 1958, Birmingham Southern
College; M.4., 1959; LL,B., !962, Vanderbilt University. A member of
Phi Beta Kappa, Professor Wingo was an Associate Editor onVanderbílt
Law Revíew and served in the Judge Advocate General's Corps., U.S.
Army 1962-1967. He teaches courses in criminal law, constitutional law,
constitutional criminal procedure and mental conditions and criminal lia-
bility. Professor Wingo has edited two casebooks for use in his constitu-
tional law classes: Leadíng Constítutíonal Cases on the Federal System
and Leadíng Constitutíonal Cases on Substantive Ríghts of the Indivídual.,
and he is the author of several law review articles.
Werrnn W. Srrer-n, Jx,, Professor of Law, LL.B., 1957, Southern
Methodist University; LL.M., 1969, University of Texas. Formerly Chief
Counsel and Director of the Dallas Legal Services Project, Professor
Steele is Associate Dean for Clinical Education and teaches courses in
criminal justice administration, criminal law, Texas criminal procedure,
juvenile delinquency, and code of professional responsibility. In t973-74.
he was the recipient of the Public Citizen of the Year Award given by the
National Association of Certified Social Workers. He has published num-
erous law review and bar journal articles on criminal law, professional
responsibility and law office economics, and he is the editor and co-author
of the Texas luveníle Defense Manual.
Roy RyneN ANonnsoN, Prolessor of Law,8.4., 1966, Texas Christian
University; J.D., 1969, Southern Methodist University; LL.M,, 1975,
Yale University. A former Notes and Comments Editor of the Journal of
Aír Law and Commerce, Professor Anderson has served at the S.M.U.
Law School as Executive Director of the Criminal Justice Program and
as Assistant Dean and Associate Dean. He teaches in the areas of con-
tracts, commercial law and damages and serves as the advisor for the
Moot Court Program. He is the author of a number of law journal
articles and is co-author of two volumes of lhe Texas Lítígation Guíde.
BBvBnry Mlv Clnl, Professor of Law, B.S.L. 1955, J.D., 1956, Uni-
versity of Southern California; LL.M., L957, Yale University. A former
Fulbright Scholar at the University of Chile Law School, Professor Carl
entered law teaching after completing ten years of service with the U.S.
Department of Commerce, the U.S. Treasury Department, and the U,S.
Agency for International Development. While with the latter Agency, she
served in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, for two years as Chief of the Private In-
vestment Division of the American Embassy; subsequently, she worked as
Deputy Chief of the relief program during the Nigeria-Biafra war. In
1979, she was a Visiting Fulbright Professor at the University of Padjad-jaran Law School in Indonesia, and has lectured throughout Latin
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America, Asia and Australia. Having published extensively in the field of
public and private international law and development. Professor Carl
teaches International Economic Development Law, Comparative Private
International Law and Contracts. In 1980, President Carter appointed her
to the United States Board of Foreign Scholarships.
JoHN E. Kr,NNrnv, Profe.ssor of Law, Ph.B., 1956, LL.B,, 1959, Notre
Dame University; LL.M., 1964, J.S.D., l97O,Yale University. Following
graduation, Professor Kennedy was a law clerk for the Chief Judge of
the United States District Court for Minnesota and later practiced law in
Seattle. He has taught at several law schools, coming to S.M.U. from the
University of Kentucky. He specializes in the areas of procedure, federal
courts, and equitable remedies. He has published numerous articles in
these flelds and is the co-author of Moore's Federal Practíce. In t976,
Chief Justice Warren E. Burger appointed him Reporter to a Committee
which is now the Implementation Committee of the Judicial Conference
Committee of the United States on Admission of Attorneys to Federal
Practice. He also serves as the Law School Representative to the Associa-
tion of American Law Schools.
J. Scorr MonnIs, Prolessor of Law,8.A., 1962, Rice University; J.D.,
1965, Southern Methodist University; LL.M., 1967, Haward University.
After practicing law in Houston, Professor Morris was a member of the
law faculty at the University of Florida and then joined the S.M.U. fac-
ulty. He is the author of Real Estate Tax Planning and Real Estate Tax
Planníng Forms as well as numerous articles in the field of taxation, and
frequently speaks at continuing legal education programs. His courses
include Corporate Taxation, Corporate Reorganizations, Partnership Tax
and Real Estate Tax Planning. Professor Morris is a co-author of A
Model l4atercode and drafted substantial portions of the Florida Water
Resources Act. He teaches Water Law occasionally.
MexINB T. McCur.r¡¡eLL-ToBIN, Assistant Professor of Law,8.4., 1940;
LL.B., 1958, Southern Methodist University. After law school, Profes-
sor Tobin practiced with the Dallas firm of Tobin & McConnell before
becoming an attorney and Chief Counsel with the Dallas Legal Services
Project. Professor Tobin is Director of the Civil Cases Clinic at the
School of Law and has authored the teaching materials for pleading and
practice in Legal Clinic cases involving juveniles, divorces, adoption,
guardianship, and related areas. She serves on the Dallas County Com-
mittee on Child Abuse and has served as Secretary and council member
of the American Bar Association Family Law Section.
Er-rBN K. Sorn¡¡pBn, Prolessor ol Law, A.8., 1944, Oberlin College;
LD., 1971, Southern Methodist University. An editor of fhe Southwestern
Law Journal, Professor Solender joined the faculty upon graduation
from the School of Law. She is currently Director of the Research
Methods/Legal Writing Program and teaches courses in family law, torts,
and civil rights, specializing in problems of speech and press. She has
written several law journal articles in the areas of family law and has co-
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authored with Professor Alan R. Bromberg their Manual on Research
Methods and Legal Writing. Professor Solender is legal consultant to
several public and private welfare agencies and is active in civic and uni-
versity affairs. She will be on leave for the academic year 1982-83.
NeIr H. CocAN, Associate Professor of Law, Dipl., 1964, Gratz Col-
lege (Hebrew Studies); 8.,A,., 1966, LL.B., 1969, University of Pennsyl-
vania. Professor Cogan clerked for a state court of appeals judge and
practiced law in New York City. He has taught, written and litigated in
the public law area. In 1980-81, he was Scholar-in-Residence, Civil Rights
Division, Department of Justice.
MrrrHBw W. FrNrrN, Professor of Law, A.8., 1963, Ohio Wesleyan
University; LL,B., 1967, New York University; LL.M., 1973, Yale Uni-
versity. Prior to his Association with S.M.U., Professor Finkin served as
Counsel to the American Association of University Professors in the
Washington, D.C. and the New York offices. He has written numerous
law review articles on labor law and especially on legal problems in
higher education. With David Feller, Professor Finkin co-authored Legis-
latíve Issues in Faculty Collective Bargøining, for the Carnegie Council
on Policy Studies. He has taught courses in administrative law, labor law,
and employment discrimination. Professor Finkin has been a Visiting
Professor at the Duke Law School and at the University of Michigan
Law School.
Prren Wixsstr, Associate Professor of Law,8.4., 1965; LL.B., 1968,
Harvard University; LL.M., 1973, University of London (London School
of Economics); candidate for the J.S,D,, Yale University. Professor Win-
ship teaches primarily in the areas of corporate and commercial law,
although he has taught seminars on American legal history, comparative
commercial law, and law & ethiçs. He has served as a legal advisor to the
Imperial Ethiopian Ministry of Commerce and Industry, and as a Lec-
turer at Haile Selassie Imperial University in Addis Ababa. During the
academic year 1979-80, Professor Winship'was a Visiting Professor at the
University of California at Berkeley. The author of a number of books
and articles in his areas of expertise, he is currently working on a com-
mercial transactions casebook.
WIru¡.1"1 V. DonslNBo,lII, Professor ol Law,8.A., 1967, University
of Pennsylvania; J.D., 1970, University of Texas. A member of Phi Beta
Kappa, Grand Chancellor of the Order of Chancellors, and a member of
the Order of the Coif, Professor Dorsaneo was a litigation specialist in
Dallas after graduation from law school. He is the principal author of the
eighteen-volume Texas Litigation Guíde ¡ittblished by Matthew Bender &
Company and the co-author of two casebooks entitled Texas Pre-Trial
Lítígation ard Texa:s Trial & Appellate Lítigation, as well as several
other volumes on Texas litigation. He has published numerous lawjournal articles on creditors' rights, credit and consumer rights, and
civil procedure, and is a frequent teacher on Texas procedure at con-
tinuing legal education seminars. He is a regular on the advanced civil
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trial and advanced family law programs presented annually by the State
Bar of Texas. He is also a very active member of the Committee on the
Administration of Justice.
Roenx M. Rnno, Professor of Law, 8.S., 8.4., 1965; J.D., 1969,
Georgetown University. Professor Reed served as staff attorney for the
Public Defender Service for the District of Columbia and as Director of
the Criminal Justice Clinic, Maryland Division of the Georgetown Uni-
versity Law Center before joining the faculty of S.M.U. He has published
law journal articles on welfare fraud and the S.M.U. Criminal Justice
Clinic, where he serves as Director. In addition to his clinic duties, he
teaches the courses in federal criminal trial practice and expert testi-
mony. He was recently awarded a Fulbright Lectureship to Japan for the
1982-83 academic year. He will lecture on constitutional criminal pro-
cedure at the University of Tokyo.
VrNcE,r.Ir S. Welxowrlx, Prolessor ol Law,8.4., 1968; J.D., 1971,
University of lllinois. A former Notes and Comments Editor of the
Uníversity ol lllinois Law Forum, Professor Walkowiak practiced in
Minnesota before joining the faculty of the Florida State University
School of Law, coming to S.M.U. in 1977. He has published numerous
law review articles in the areas of personal injuries and products liability
and edited The Uníform Product Liabilíty Act (1980) and The Trial oÍ a
Product Liability Case (1981), published by Matthew Bender & Com-
pany. A teaching team leader for the National Institute for Trial Ad-
vocacy, and various state programs, he is co-advisor to the Trial Ad-
vocacy Program. He teaches courses in trial advocacy, torts, products
liability and compensation systems. Professor Walkowiak also serves as
Chairman of the Continuing Legal Education Committee, and is the
Faculty Advisor to the Journal ol Air Law and Commerce, and to the
American Bar Association and Association of Trial Lawyers of Ameri-
can Mock Trial Competitions.
RBcls W. Celarnrnln, Professor of Law, B.B.A., 1963, Notre Dame
University; LL.B., 1966, University of Virginia. An editor of the Vírginia
Law Review, Professor Campfield joined the S.M.U. faculty after teach-
ing at the Notre Dame Law School. Prior to that time he practiced with
Squire, Sanders & Dempsey in Cleveland. He is a regular participant in
continuing legal education programs dealing primarily with the subject of
estate planning. A Fellow of the American College of Probate Counsel,
and the International Academy of Estate and Trust Law, as well as a
member of the Estate & Gift Tax Reform Subcommittee of the American
Bar Association Section of Taxation, the Estate and Gift Tax Committee
and the Fiduciary Transfer Tax Committee of the American College of
Probate Council, he is currently chairman of the Committee on Tax
Legislation and Regulations Joint Property (Section of Real Property
Probate and Trust Law of the American Bar Association). He is also
permanent chairman and editor of the Notre Døme Estctte Planning Insti-
f¡¿fe. Professor Campfield has also been a Visiting Professor at the Uni-
ôJ
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versity of Virginia School of Law. He teaches courses in wills, trusts, and
estate planning.
DINTBL W. SHur"uN, Associate Prolessor ol Law,8.S., 1969; J.D.,
1972, University of Arizona. An editor of. the Arízona Law Review and
a member of the Order of the Coif, Professor Shuman served as a legal
aid attorney in Tucson, Arizona, and later as Assistant Attorney General
of Arizona in Phoenix, Arizona, with responsibility in a variety of areas,
including mental health law. He is the author of numerous articles on the
civil commitment process and is the recipient of a grant from the Hogg
Foundation to conduct fleld research in mental health law. He is cur-
rently working on an empirical study of the effect of the psychotherapist-
patient privilege on health care delivery and judicial decision-making.
He teaches courses in procedure, evidence, law and psychiatry, and
medico-legal problems.
LecxuNn H. Broovr, Jx,, Assocíate Prolessor of Law, 8.4., 1970,
Southern Methodist University; J,D., 1973, University of Michigan. A
member of Phi Beta Kappa and the Order of the Coif, as well as Adminis-
trative Editor of the Míchígan Law Revíew, Professor Bloom was law
clerk to Chief Judge John R. Brown of the U.S. Court of Appeals for the
Fifth Circuit. He later was associated with the Washington firm of Wil-
mer, Cutler & Pickering. A specialist in constitutional law, he has recently
published a study of the implications of police searches of law offices,
Professor Bloom is also active in the field. of the protection of intellectual
property, especially through copyright. He teaches courses in constitu-
tional law, constitutional criminal procedure, copyright law and torts.
Emr C. BoncesoN, Prolessor ol Law and Law Líbrarían, B.S.L., 1947;
LL.B., 1949, University of Minnesota; 8.S., in Law Librarianship, 1950,
University of Washington. While for the major portion of his career he
was Librarian of the Harvard Law School Library, he also broadened
his experience at the Los Angeles County Law Library and the Stanford
University Libraries. Interests in international library matters gave him
an opportunity to serve as a consultant for the American Bar Foundation
and Asia Foundation in Asia and to conduct a Seminar on Legal Research
Techniques at the Law School of the University of the Philippines. He
has done committee work for the American Association of Law Libraries
and the American Bar Association, and, after a term on the Executive
Board of the American Association of Law Libraries, was President of
that organization. He has also been president of two regional chapters of
that national association, Law Librarians of New England and Southern
California Association of Law Libraries.
Wrrrrevr J. Bnrocn, Associate Professor of Law, B.S.F.S., 1970; J.D.,
1.974, Georgetown University. A member of Phi Beta Kappa and of the
Georgetown Law Journal, Professor Bridge was Assistant Dean and
Adjunct Professor at the Georgetown University Law Center before ac-
cepting the Jervey Fellowship in Foreign Law from Columbia University
from 1976-78. A candidate for the J.S.D. degree frorn Columbia, he has
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studied at the Faculties of Letters and of Law at the university of caen,
France, and has done research at the French court of cassation, the
Frenctr Council of State and the French Center for Comparative Law in
Paris on continental legal institutions, especially the criminal jury. trial.
Fluent in French, he tõaches in the areas of comparative law, criminal
law and procedure, evidence, and professional responsibility. He is cur-
rently wrìting in the flelds of evidence, criminal procedure, and foreign
law.
RonBnr Bnoussneu, Professor of Law, B.S'F'S', 1969, Georgetown
University; J.D., L972., Duke University; LL'M', 1977, Columbia Uni-
versity. Á'member of phi Beta Kappa and of the Duke Law lournal,
Profeisor Brousseau practiced labor law with the Houston firm of Baker
& Botts. He has taught civil procedure and labor law at several law
schools, and is the uu-tho. of a number of articles in those fields. His ,4
Functional Approach to cívíl Procedure, a first-year coursebook, was
published ln iSAZ. A former Jervey Fellow in Foreign Law at Columbia
university, he is a candidate for the J.S.D. degree. He also writes in the
area of judgments and jurisdiction.
HnNnv J. Lrscunn, Jr., Professor of Law, B'B'A', L967, J'D', 1970'
university of Iowa; LL.M. (in Taxation), 1974, New York university.
professoi Lischer joined the S.M.U. faculty after having taught for
several years at the University of Alabama School of Law. Prior to that
time he was engaged in the private practice of law in Los Angeles. He
has published tãx articles in various professional journals and two-Tax
Manãgement portfolios entitled Gífts to Minors. His second portfolio,
entitle-d section 306 Stock, is soon to appear. He edited the 1981 South-
ern Methodi.yt universíty Symposia on Federal Taxatíon published by the
Tax Research Institute of America, Inc. Professor Lischer was the 1981
Admissions Examiner of the united States Tax Court. He teaches cor-
porâte Taxation, Taxation and Fiscal Policy, and Income Taxation of
lrusts and Estates, as well as the basic federal income taxation course.
He presently serves the Law School as Associate Dean for Academic
Affairs.
FnponnIcr C. Moss, Assocíate Prolessor ol Law, A.B', 1965, George-
town University ; J.D., 1 968, Villanova University ; LL.M,, 197 7, Harv ard
University. After serving as a prosecutor with the U.S. Attorney's Office
in Washington, D.C., Professor Moss was a Teaching Fellow and Lecturer
at the Haivard Law School. He has served as a faculty team leader at
several seminars designed to teach trial skills to practicing lawyers and
since 1980 he has been the National Institute for Trial Advocacy's south-
ern regional director. He co-authored chapter 11' entitled, "The Expert
Witness: Observations on His Selection, Preparation and Direct Exami-
nation," in The Tríøt of a Products Líabílity Case, as well as the Teachers
Manual for NITA Problems and Cases in Tríal Advocacy' His article
"Contradiction of Sweeping Claims and the Federal Rules of Evidence"
will appear in the first issue of the 1982 Duke Law lournal. He was a
¡]
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guest lecturer at the Southwestern Legal Foundation's Twentieth Annual
Institute on Patent Law where he delivered a paper entitled "Improving
Communication Skills for Lawyers." Professor Moss has taught courses
in criminal law, evidence, trial advocacy, criminal procedure, and pro-
fessional responsibility.
Jnswern W. Selecusg, Dean and Professor of Law. .4..8,, 1960,
Hamilton College; J.D., 1963, Harvard University; Diplome d'Etudes
Francaises, 1959, University of Paris. Dean Salacuse has had extensive
teaching and research experience in Africa and the Middle East during
the past fifteen years, including appointments as professor of law in
Nigeria, Zaire, Sudan and Lebanon. He was also the Ford Foundation's
Middle East Regional Advisor on Law and Development, as well as the
Associate Director of the African Law Center at Columbia University.
Fluent in French, he has published books and articles on Middle Eastern
and African law, as well as on foreign investment. His major works in-
clude An Introduction to Law ín French-Speakíng Afríca (2 vols.),
Nìgerían Famíly Law (with Kasunmu), and most recently a Ford Foun-
dation sponsored study on Arab Capítal, portions of which have appeared
in various law reviews. In addition, he serves as a consultant to the Ford
Foundation, the U.S. State Department, and to the United States Agency
for International Development. A former Wall Street practitioner, he
teaches Legal Problems of International Business and Business Asso-
ciations.
Cenr¡, A. Nenlev, Assístant Professor of Law,B.A., 1974, Duke Uni-
versity; J.D, 1976, University of Florida. An editor of. the Uníversity of
Florída Law Review and a member of the Order of the Coif, Professor
Neeley practiced law with the Atlanta law firm of King and Spalding.
She teaches courses in wills, trusts, estate planning problems, and income
tax problems of exempt organizations.
C. Peur Rocens, Associate Prolesor of Law, B.4., 1970; J.D., 1973,
University of Texas; LL.M., 1977, Columbia University. He practiced
law in Pennsylvania before accepting the Krulewitch Fellowship from
the Columbia Law School. He subsequently joined the faculty of Loyola
University of Chicago. He has served as an antitrust consultant and
spoken at continuing legal education programs. Professor Rogers has
published numerous articles in the areas of antitrust law, contracts, and
regulated industries. He teaches the courses in contracts, business torts,
antitrust law, and commercial transactions.
JosBpn Jups NonroN, Professor of Law. A.8., 1966, Providence Col-
lege; LL.B., 1969, University of Edinburgh; LL.M., 1970, University of
Texas; S.J.D,, 1973, University of Michigan; Diplome (droit privé)
1976, Hague Academy of International Law. Prior to joining the law
faculty in 1981, Professor Norton practiced law with the Dallas firm
of Locke Purnell Boren Laney & Neely and was an Adjunct Professor
of Law at the Law School. For the past eight years, he has been a
director of Dallas Legal Services, servihg as its President in 1976-7977.
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Professor Norton has written extensively in domestic and international
law journals, primarily respecting corporations and international busi-
ness transactions. His present writing interests concern domestic and
international banking. He teaches in the areas of financial institutions,
international transactions, and business associations.
JsFrnev M. Gena, Assístant Professor of Law,B,A., 1972, University
of California, Santa Barbara; J.D., t976, Columbia University. Follow-
ing law school, Professor Gaba was a law clerk to Chief Justice Edward
Pringle of the Colorado Supreme Court. Prior to joining the faculty of
the School of Law he was an attorney with the Environmental Defense
Fund, and later in the office of the General Counsel, U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency in Washington, D.C. lle has specialized in environ-
mental law and the regulation of the oil and gas industry and has written
a number of law review articles. He teaches courses in property and
related areas.
TttBooone H¡ozr-ANucø, Assistant Professor of Law, 8.A., 1973,
University of Connecticut; J.D., 1976, University of Oklahorna, Editor-
in-Chief of the Uníversity of Oklahoma Law Revíew, he practiced law
from 1978 to 1981 with the firm of Dechert Price & Rhoads, Washington,
D.C., where he specialized in environmental and energy law matters.
Prior to that he was an attorney with the United States Environmental
Protection Agency, Washington, D.C. He is the author of numerous
articles on environmental and energy law topics and is a frequent lec-
turer at industry and governmental conferences. He is also Chairman
and Director of the Annual Conference on Environmental Regulation.
Professor Hadzi-Antich teaches Environmental Law, Energy Law, and
Property.
JonN J. MvtaN, Professor of Law, 8.S., 1961, Fordham University;
J.D., 1964, Stanford Law School; LL.M., in Taxation, 1965, New York
University. Professor Mylan practiced law in Southern California for five
years before joining the Willamette University College of Law in 1970.
A specialist in the area of taxation, he has lectured at various tax con-
ferences ancl has served on the faculty of the New York University Grad-
uate Tax Program and the University of Florida Tax Program and as
Director of Willamette's Annual Tax Conference. He has published nu-
merous articles on taxation including an article on the Current Tax
Treatment of Education Costs. He will teach in the area of taxation.
RrcH¡np A. Booru, Assistant Prolessor ol Law, A.8., L973, University
of Michigan; J.D., 1976, Yale University. Professor Booth comes to the
Law School from the flrm of Donovan Leisure Newton and Irvine of
New York City with which he has been associated since his graduation
from Yale. He will be teaching the courses in Business Associations, Se-
curities Regulation and related areas.
BenNseno Gnossnrro, Vísítíng Professor ol Law, J.D., 1960, Uni-
versity of Munster; LL.M., 1963, Yale University. Professor Grossfeld
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is a leading European expert in private international law and comparative
business law. He is currently on the faculty of the University of Munster
(West Germany) and is Director of their Institute on Comparative Law.
He is working on a new edition of his book "Legal Problems of Trans-
national Enterprises." He will be a Visiting Professor of Law for the
academic year 1982-1983 and will be teaching Comparative Law, Private
International Law, and International Economic Development Law.
Wrrrrllvr C. Powrns, h., Vísítìng Prolessor of Law,8,4., 1967, Uni-
versity of California-Berkeley; J.D., 1973, Harvard University. Following
law school, Professor Powers was a law clerk to Judge Eugene Wright
of the United States Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit in Seattle.
He joined the faculty of the University of Washington School of Law in
1974 and in 1977 joined the faculty of the University of Texas School
of Law. He will serve as Visiting Professor of Law at SMU for the
academic year 1982-1983 during which time he will teach Torts I and II
and Products Liability.
ADJUNCT FACULTY
JoN H. Benny, 8.A., 1971, Stanford University; M,B,A., 1979, Harvard
University; J.D,, 1975, University of Texas, Lecturer ín Law
Mrcnenr M. Booun, B.B.A., 1964; J.D., 1967, Southern Methodist Uni-
versity, Adjunct Prolessor ol Law
RoNlro L. BnowN, 8.4., 1968, Texas Tech University; J.D., 1975,
Southern Methodist University, Lecturer ín Law
DI¡{IBI- BusBEE, B.B.A., 196l; LL.B., 1962, Southern Methodist Uni-
versity, Lecturer ín Law
Bnucr, CuelrnArr, B.B.A., 1968; J.D., 1972, Southern Methodist Uni-
versity, Lecturer in Law
Row¡r,r R. Cnrsswrll, 8.4., 1964; LL.B., 1967, University of Texas;
LL.M., 1970, Georgetown Univerci|y, Lecturer in Law
Jecr R. DucAN, B.B.A., 1963, University of Texas; J.D., 1969, Southern
Methodist University, Lecturer ín Law
EnNBst E. Frcenr, Jn., 8.S., 1961, Texas A&M University; LL.B, 1964,
University of Texas; LL.M., 1970, Southern Methodist University,
Adjunct Professor of Law
MIcneEr P. GrnsoN, 8.S., 1966, Texas V/esleyan College; M.S., 1968,
University of Texas-Houston; J.D., 1971, Southern Methodist Uni-
versity, Lecturer ín Løw
Jonr Hnro, 8.S., 1961, LL.B., 1964, Boston University, Adjunct Pro-
Íessor oÍ Law
Pernrcr E. HrccrNsorHAM, 8.4., 1960; LL.B., 1961, University of Ala-
bama, Lecturer ìn Law
Henny J. Jon, 8.4., 1970, North Texas State University; J.D., 1975,
Washington University, Lecturer in Law
Dev¡p JonoeN, B.B.A., 1965, University of New Mexico; J.D., 1971,
Oklahoma City University; LL.M., 1979, Southem Methodist Uni-
versity, Lecturer ìn Law
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W. AreN Kertrn, 8.,A'., 1975, Wichita State University; J.D., 1978, Uni-
verity of Texas-Austin, Lecturer in Law
M¡nr¡N Lowy, 8.A., 1973, Michigan State University; J.D., 1979, South-
ern Methodist University, Lecturer in Law
Fnrtz LvNe, LL.B' 1947, University of Texas-Austin; LL.M., t972,
Southern Methodist University, Lecturer ín Law
RBnpcc¡. J. Menrrx, 8.4., 8.4., 1977, Kansas University; J.D., 1980,
Southern Methodist University, Lecturer in Law
Wrrrrevr B. McCI-unB, 8.4., 1968, Samford University; J'D., 1972,
Cumberland School of Law of Samford University; LL.}f', 1975,
Georgetown University, Lecturer ín Law
Cnenres R, McCo¡¡acure, 8,,A.., 1965, University of Texas; J.D', 1968,
St. Mary's University, Lecturer ín Law
Ml¡re McKooL, 8.4., 1971, Notre Dame; 1.D., 1974, University of Texas
-Austin, Lecturer ín LawCnanrns E. Mtrrnn, Jn., 8.4., l97l; J.D,, 1972, Southern Methodist
University, Lecturer ín Law
Menr V. MuRnAy, B.4., 1970; J.D., 7974, University of Texas-Austin,
Lecturer in Law
J. ANrnoNv PÀttensoN, 8.4., 1970, Coe College; J'D., 1973, Southern
Methodist University, Lecturer ín Law
G. Tovr¡s Ruonus, 8.4., 1968; J.D., 1971, Southern Methodist Univer-
sity, Lecturer ìn Law
W. B. Rllsv, 8,4., 1943, University of Chicago; J.D., 1948, University
of Arkansas; LL.M., 1958, New York University, Lecturer ín Law
Bnnr RrNcr-E, 8.4., 1973; J.D., 1976, University of Texas-Austin,
Lecturer ín Law
J¡.vms A. Rotru, 8.4., 1965, Austin College; LL.B., 1968, University
of Texas-Austin, Lecturer ín I'aw
Prul C. RooNny, 4,8,, 1963; LL.B., 1966, Harvard University, Lecturer
ìn Law
Fonnnsr SltItu, 8.A., 1949, Southwestern University; J.D', 1958; LL.M.,
1963, Southern Methodist University, Lecturer ín Law
W. SrspnBN Swlyzn, 8.4,, 1963, Southern Methodist University; LL.B.,
1966, University of Texas-Austin, Adiunct Prolessor ol Law
J. KernBnINn SwIsunn, B.B.A., 1972;J.D., 1976, Texas Tech University,
LL.M., 1979, New York University, Lecturer ín Law
Jrvres H. W¡lrnNsrErN, 8.4., 1964, Washington & Lee University; J.D.,
1967, Southern Methodist University, Lecturer ín Law
DoN.u.p J. ZeuN, 8.4., 1963; LL.M,, 1967, New York University; LL.B.,
1966, Albany Law School, Union University, Adjunct Professor of Law
LIBRARY STAFF
Onl Euc¡NlA ADDIs, M.L.S., M.L.A., Assístant Librarían for Technical
Servíces
VrÈcrNre ALLEN, M.L,S.
K¡.y ANonus, 8.4., M.L.S,, J.D.
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s2o1 scHool oF LA\Ø CALENDAR
SUMMER SESSION, 1982
May 18, Tuesday: Registration.
May 19, Wednesday: First Day of Classes.
May 21, Friday: Last Day for Adding and Dropping Courses.
May 31, Monday: Memorial Day (Holiday).
July 5, Monday: Independence Day (Holiday).
July 9, Friday: Last Day of Classes.
Iu,ly 72, Monday: Examinations Begin.
July 17, Saturday: Examinations End.
FALL SEMESTER, 1982
August 16-17, Monday-Tuesday: Registration.
August 18, Wednesday: First Day of Classes.
August 24, Tuesday: Last Day for Adding and Dropping Courses
September 6, Monday: Holiday (Labor Day).
November 24, Wednesday: Last Day of Classes.
November 25-26, Thursday-Friday: Thanksgiving Recess.
November 29, Monday:Examinations Begin.
December 11, Saturday: Examinations End.
SPRING SEMESTER, 1983
January 10-11, Monday-Tuesday: Registration.
January 12, Wednesday: First Day of Classes.
January 18, Tuesday: Last Day for Adding and Dropping Courses.
March 11, Friday: Spring Recess Begins at Close of Classes.
March 27: Monday: Classes Resume.
April 1, Friday: Holiday (Good Friday).
April 28, Thursday: Last Day of Class.
M,ay 2, Monday: Examinations Begin.Àlay 14, Saturday: Examinations End. iMay 17, Tuesday: Grades Due for Graduating Seniors.
*May 20, Friday: Baccalaureate.
*May 21, Saturday: Commencement and Hooding C.eremony.
-lfnllt".nate date for both the baccalaureate service and the commence-
ment convocation could be Sunday, May 22,
Offices of the University will be closed on September 6, November 25, 26,
December 23,24 and December 31, 1982; April 1, May 3O and July 4, 1983.
Each employee also is entitled to an additional floating holiday with pay, to
be scheduled at the employee's discretion with the approval of his or her
supervisor.
s2o2 THE SCHOOL OF LA\Ø
5202 THE SCHOOL OF LAW of southern Methodist Uni-
versity was established in February L925. The school is a member of the
Association of American Law Schools and is approved by the Section of
Legal Education and Admissions to the Bar of the American Bar Asso-
ciation.
SMU's School of Law is open to applicants without regard to race,
ethnic or national origin, religion, physical handicap, creed or sex. (See
g30l on Admissions.)
s202.r PROGRAMS AND TNSTRUCTION
J.D. DecnBn.-The J.D. (juris doctor) is a first law degree normally
obtained in three years of study. Approximately 650 full-time students
are pursuing this degree. The primary purpose of the J.D. program is
preparation for the practice of law, private or public. The curriculum
combines training in the science and method of law, knowledge of the
substance and procedure of law, understanding of the role of law in
society, and practical experience in handling professional problems. It
also explores the resporrsibility of lawyers and their relations to other
segments of society. See Section III and VII below for detailed discus-
sion of the J.D. program and its unusually rich variety of courses.
Most courses are national or international in scope, although emphasis
on Texas law is available for those who plan to practice in Texas. Many
graduates choose to practice in the Southwest, but there are SMU School
of Law graduates in all parts of the United States; similarly, most stu-
dents come from the Southwest or Midwest, but there are students rep-
resenting all parts of the country.
Co¡¿nr¡spo J.D,-M.B.A. Pnocnetr.-The School of Law and the Grad-
uate Division of the Edwin L. Cox School of Business offer a .joint
program leading to the J.D. and the M.B.A. (master of business admin-
istration) in four years. The program is designed for law practice with
a strong business background and for business careers with a strong
legal background. See Section IV for detailed description.
Corrrnr¡rpo J.D.-M.P.A. Pnocn¡u.-The School of Law and the Grad-
uate Program in Public Administration of the School of Humanities and
Sciences offer a joint course of study leading to the J.D. and the M.P.A.
(master of public administration) in four years. The program is designed
LI
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for those persons who desire career opportunities in the public sector. See
Section V.
Tus CI-INIcer Pnocnevrs. The school sponsors several clinical programs
that provide students with an opportunity to earn academic credit while
engaging in the actual practice of law. For this work the school provides
secretaries and offices conveniently located on the Law School campus.
All clinical programs are under the supervision of the Associate Dean
for Clinical Education and a full-time staff of practicing attorneys. The
clinics serve clients from Dallas County in civil, criminal, and tax cases.
Students interview clients, prepare pleadings, and present cases in court
with the assistance of the clinic supervisors. Clinic students also attend
weekly classes dealing with techniques of the practice of law. This work
is open to second- and third-year students. In addition, students are pro-
vided an opportunity to work for credit as externs in selected legal insti-
tutions such as the Office of the District Attorney and other government
offices.
TnB CorqrINuINc LeceI- EpucluoN Pnocn¡.u provides professional
development seminars and publications for the practicing bar. The pro-
gram enhances the general curriculum by expanding the scope of course
offerings and bringing outstanding practitioners, jurists and professors
from other schools to SMU to lecture in their particular specialized fields.
Law students may attend these courses at no charge, and purchase the
course materials that are prepared exclusively for these seminars at a
nominal fee. Recent programs include: 5th Annual Symposium on Fed-
eral Tax Planning, 5th Annual Symposium on Estate Planning, 3rd An-
nual Symposium on Product Liability, 7th Biennial Symposium on Texas
Family Law and Community Property and Doing Business in Mexico'
Additional seminars and short courses are presented at various times
throughout the year.
AoveNcnp DscnBrs.-The LL.M., M.C.L., and S'J.D. programs are
described in Section VI. Approximately 50 full-time and 70 part-time stu-
dents are enrolled in these programs.
s202.2 THE LAW SCHOOL QUADRANGLE
SMU is located in suburban University Park (a residential commu-
nity with shopping areas) approximately five miles from the business
center of Dallas, Texas. The Law School Quadrangle occupies six acres
on the northwest corner of the campus.
The Quadrangle contains four buildings:
-storey Hall, completed 1949 and renovated in 1978, contains ad-ministrative offices, faculty library and offices, an auditorium, and clinical
and other facilities.
-Florence Hall, completely remodeled in 1968, contains class andseminar rooms and a court room.
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-Lawyers Inn, completed in 1949 and redecorated 1967, containsliving quarters for 80 students, dining rooms, and recreation areas. See
9204 below.
-Underwood Law Library, completed 1970, contains open stacks for450,000 volumes, and carrels and comfortable seating of all students.
See 9202.3 below.
The buildings are modified Georgian architecture, as are the rest of
SMU's buildings, and are centrally air-conditioned and heated.
s2o2.3 THE UNDERWOOD LAW LTBRARY
Preparation for the legal profession requires knowledge and skill in
the discovery and manipulation of information, Familiarity with the
materials and services of a law library is essential to effective perform-
ance as a law student and as an attorney.
The Underwood Law Library, containing more than one-quarter mil-
lion volumes, is one of the major legal information resources in the
United States.
American legal materials, federal and state, include constitutions,
legislative compilations, administrative regulations, and the reported deci-
sions of appellate courts of all jurisdictions. The treatise holdings cover
all areas of the law with special strength in corporate, securities, and tax
matters. Some 1300 periodical titles, large numbers of Texas and United
States government documents, appellate papers for cases in the Texas
Supreme Court and the Supreme Court of the United States in micro-
forms, and all of the related digests, citators, encyclopedia and indices
round out a comprehensive current information resource.
Foreign law, developed selectively, includes primary source material,
treatises and journals from Great Britain and Commonwealth Nations,
Western European countries, Latin American countries and some Asianjurisdictions,
International law materials are a strong resource that include docu-
mentation frorn the United Nations, the Common Markets, and relevant
publications from various countries of the world.
Technology has also produced information and indexing services 
.for
the legal profession. New legal research skills are needed to utilize auto-
mated and microtext services. These services and training are provided
in the Library.
Campus libraries, with collections of more than one and one-half mil-
lion volumes, are accessible to support legal research.
Finally, a highly trained staff is available for reference and legal re-
search assistance. The Underwood Law Library is capable of supporting
the teaching and research effort of the Law School community and of




Students are expected to conduct themselves as prospective members
of the legal profession, A disciplinary code with appellate procedures is in
effect with students, faculty, and administrative participation. Students
should familiarize themselves with the standards and disciplinary pro-
cedures in Focus, the student handbook. With modifications only in
form to flt peculiarities of the School of Law situation, these are the
procedures for law students as well. The substantive requirements there
set forth are the same. Matriculation in the University constitutes a
declaration of compliance with all University rules and regulations.
Students will not, without the written consent of the dean, either individ-
ually or collectively, use the name of the University or of the School of
Law in any activity outside the regular work of the school.
s202.5 POLTCY ON DTSCRTMTNATION
Southern Methodist University School of Law is committed to a policy
against discrimination based on sex, age, race, color, religion, creed, phy-
sical handicap, or national origin. This policy applies to the activities of
the Law School in admissions, placement, housing facilities, scholarships,
grants and all other academic and non-academic opportunities-including
those which are honorary. Further, the facilities of the Placement Service
are available only to employers who conform to a non-discriminatory
policy in hiring.
Any individual who feels that the policy on non-discrimination has been
violated by the Law School or by an employer using the Placement Service
may file a written complaint with the Grievance Committee. This commit-
tee, under the direction of the Dean of the Law School, is charged with
investigating such complaints to determine whether there has been a vio-
lation of the non-discrimination policy and to impose appropriate sanc-
tions. Additional information on this grievance procedure may be ob-
tained from the Dean's office and the Placement Service.

s2o3 FINANCIAL INFORMATION
A catalogue supplement, Financíal Inlormation-SMU-1982-83, is
issued by the Office of the Vice President for Administration. It provides
the general authority and reforence for SMU financial regulations and ob-
ligations, as well as detailed information concerning tuition, fees, and
living expenses incurred while attending Southern Methodist University.
The catalogue supplement is available at the office of the University
Cashier, and in the office of the dean of each school. It will be mailed,
upon request, from any of these offices.
For optional or additional charges, and for information which may
apply specially to each school, see the current issue of the catalogue sup-
plement, F ínanc ial I nf ormation-S M U 
- 
I 9 I 2 -8 3 .
Payment to Southern Methodist pniversity in the full amount of the
charges for tuition, fees, room and board should be received by the
Cashier of the University prior to the conclusion of the registration pro-
cess. The registration process will not be cornplete and a student may
not attend classes until all accounts have been satisfied.
An enrolled student whose University account becomes delinquent or
who is in any manner indebted to the University may be withdrawn
from the rolls of SMU and bç denied the recording and certification
services of the Office of the Registrar, including the issuance of a tran-
script or diploma.
Arrangements for financial assistãnce from Southern Methodist Uni-
versity must be made in advance of registration in accordance with the
application schedule established by the Office of Financial Aid. A student
should not expect such assistance to settle delinquent accounts. /
A condensed summary of Graduate School Charges 1982-83 is given
below, and will apply to the majority of full-time graduates during fall
and spring semesters.
GRADUATE SCHOOL
Master of Liberal Arts
Theology
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Room: $700.00 per semester for double occupancy in traditional resi-
dence halls. Please consult the Office of Housing for non-tradi-
tional residence acçommodations and rates.
Board: $829.50 (includes sales tax) per semester.
Fee.r: Maximum charge for general student fee is $325.00 per semester,
not including parking and athletic fees, which are optional.
s2o4 HousrNG AND MEALS AND
OTHER SERVICES
s204.1 LAWYERS rNN ROOM AND BOARD
Law students are free to live and eat where they choose, excepting those
students who, if they elect to live in Lawyers Inn, are required to take all
meals there.
Lawyers Inn, located in the School of Law quadrangle, provides resi-
dence accommodations for 80 unmarried students. The room rental rate
for a Fall or Spring Sêmester is $700.00 for each person in a double
room. A few single rooms are available at a semester rental of $1,050.00.
Rooms are engaged for the regular academic year, which consists of two
semesters. Residents who wish to remain in their rooms between Fall and
Spring Semesters may do so by making special arrangements with the
director of Lawyers Inn. An additional rental will be charged.
The rooms are comfortably furnished. Application for residence must
be made on a form supplied by the Office of Housing of the University
and must be accompanied by a deposit of $100. Approval of application
may not be given until the applicant is accepted for admission to the
School of Law. Application forms are sent automatically to all students
accepted for admission.
Meals are served Monday through Friday in the Lawyers Inn Dining
Room and Saturday through noon Sunday in the Umphrey Lee Student
Center. The Lawyers Inn Dining Room is open to all students and to
their guests. Those using the dining room (except students living in the
inn) may pay for each meal separately or may contract at the time of
registration for meals for a full semester.
The cost of meals for one semester is $829.50 including 5 percent sales
tax, payable at the time of registration.
Rates for rooms and meals are subject to change at the beginning of
any semester o,r Summer Session,
s204.2 ON-CAMPUS FACILITTES FOR MARRIED STUDENTS
Limited on-campus facilities are available for married students. In-
formation concerning these facilities may be obtained by writing the
Office of Housing of the University. A number of University-owned
apartments are located near the School of Law. For information write to
SMU Apartment Office, Box 352, SMU, Dallas, Texas 75275,
s204.3 CHrLD CARE FACTLITY
There is a fully-licensed child care facility on campus. For further in-
formation please write, Director, SMU Day Care Center, Hawk Hall,
SMU, Dallas, Texas, 75275.
s2or FINANCIAL AID
s205.1 SCHOLARSHIPS
A substantial number of scholarship awards are made annually to first-
year and upperclass students. Some awards equal full tuition; others cover
ônly a po.ii6n of tuition. The Admissions and Financial Aid Committee
of ihe iaculty balances need and academic performance in making schol-
arship awards. To insure that the financial-aid program will continue to
grow-, each recipient is asked to accept a moral obligation to repay the
award when financially able to do so'
All awards are made for one academic year. Recipients must reapply
each year for further assistance. Awards are not automatically renewed,
and renewal awards may be increased or decreased depending upon funds
available and changes in the student's need and academic performance'
Because the first year of law school involves an arduous period of adjust-
ment to a new discipline, outside employment is least desirable during
that year. For this reason it is the policy of the school to award some-
what larger scholarships to first-year than to upperclass students.
A statement of procedures for application for financial assistance may
be obtained from the secretary of admissions..
HerroN W. Suurqens ScHoLlnsnrps,-Five scholarships which cover
the cost of full tuition and fees per year for three years are awarded each
year to qualified entering students who are residents of, or who are at-
tending colleges or universities in Texas, Louisiana, Oklahoma, New
Mexico, Arkansas, Kansas, Nebraska, or Missouri. Prospective students
interested in this program should write for information to the secretary
of admissions. These scholarships are awarded primarily on the basis of
undergraduate achievement. Completed applications must be on flle in the
Office of Admissions of the School of Law by February 1 to be con-
sidered for the following Fall Semester.
s205.2 LOANS
All students at the School of Law, including entering students, are
eligible for loans under several loan programs. Most of the available loan
programs are administered by the University Office of Financial Aid'
Each application is judged on an individual basis. Some of the factors
considered are the student's income, assets, expenses, and the purpose
for which the loan is requested. Additional information may be obtained
by writing to: Director of Financial Aid, Office of Financial Aid, South-
ern Methodist University, Dallas, Texas 75275.
-
s2o6 AVARDS
Unless indicated by an asterisk ( * ), both J.D. and graduate law stu-
dents are eligible for the award. An asterisk (*) indicates that only J.D.
students are eligible.
Atvrpnrceu AnslrnlrroN Assoc¡lrloN Aw¡,no
The American Arbitration Association presents an award each year to
the student with the best grade or pâper in a course involving arbitration.
The award consists of an engraved bronze plaque and a one-year member-
ship in the American Arbitration Association entitling the student to re-
ceive on a regular basis the various publications of the Association.
AunnlclN B,ln AssocrlrloN SecrroN on LJnneN, Surr eNp Loc,qr Gov-
ERNMENT Lew Aw^lnps
The Section of Urban, State, and Local Government Law of the Ameri-
can Bar Association presents an annual award of a book published by
this Section to:
the graduating student who has excelled in courses on Land [Jse Law,
and,
the graduating student who has excelled in courses on Local Govern-
ment or Municipal Corporation Law.
THe Avnnrcex Posr¡r, Wonxens UNroN Awenp
The American Postal Workers Union of the Dallas Area Local, pre-
sents an annual award of $150 to the student in the School of Law
who makes the rnost outstanding performance, either through course
work or in the writing of a scholarly paper, in the field of public employee
bargaining.
ANonews & Kunrn Awlno
The Houston firm of Andrews & Kurth presents an award each year
in the amount of $500 to the student editor of lhe Southwestern Law
Iournal who otherwise would have to work to finance his or her legal
education.
Tns Russnn M. Bxsn Aw¡nn
Mr. William F. Bain, in memory of Russell M. Baker, has presented
to the School of Law a plaque on which is inscribed each year the name(or names) of the senior law student (or students) who made the out-
standing contribution for the current year to the work of the Moot Court
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B,¡rnntsr¡n Awenos
The Barristers, a School of Law service and scholastic honorary or-
ganization, annually presents an award of an engraved plaque to the first-
year student who, in the opinion of the Barristers, contributed most to the
School of Law.
The Barristers present a bronze plaque on which are inscribed the
names of students who submit the best written brief for the first-year Moot
Court Competition.
Tue Buneeu oF NATToNAL AFFATRS, INc.-T¡æ U¡lrr¡o Sreres L,qw
W¡Er Awenn
The Bureau of National Affairs awards a one-year subscription to The
uníted states Law ITeek to the graduating J.D. student who has achieved
the highest grade in the Constitutional Criminal procedure course.
NersaN BuRrtN Mrruonr¡r- Colrpprrrror.r Aweno
The American Society of Composers, Authors, and publishers each
year conducts the Nathan Burkan Memorial competition. The writer of
the best paper submitted by a student in the Schooi of Law on some sub-je^ct dealing with Copyright Law is awarded a prize of $500. A prize of$200 is given for the second best paper. The bðst paper is entereà in the
national competition in which an award of $3,000 is made for the out-
standing entry.
BunlesoN Cnrurrunl L¡w eNo pnocpounB AwtRp or Mpnrr
The Criminal Law and Procedure Award of Merit, a cash award of
$200, is presented each year by Mr. phil Burleson of the Dâllas Bar to
the student writing the most outstanding law journal casenote or com-
ment dealing with Texas criminal law, criminal procedure, or constitu-
tional law concerning the rights of the criminally accused.
CannrNcroN, CorrvreN, SroueN & Br-uvrnNrulr Aw¡nn
The Dallas firm of Carrington, Coleman, Sloman & Blumenthal eachyear presents a gold watch to the outstanding student in the first-year
class based on scholastic achievernent.
CHrros, Fontnxs¡cn, BEcr & GuyroN Aweno
The Houston flrm of Childs, Fortenbach, Beck & Guyton presents
each year a $500 award in memory of Leonard H. childs to an outstand-
ing student for law journal or course writing on a currently developing
area of high signiflcance in securities law.
Tse Ar-pHoNSE AND Menlr Clporrn Moor Counr Awano
Mr. Thomas A. Cipolla, Class of ,75, presents, in honor of his parents,
an annual tuition award to each of the three students selected for the
National Moot Court Competition.
couNcrr oF THE spcrroN otg conpon¡troN, BaurrNc e¡¡n Busl¡qess Lew
oF THE Srere B¡n or TBxes Aw¡no
The council of the section on corporation, Banking and Business Law
of the State Bar of Texas awards a caih prize of $5001or the best student
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comment and a prize of $300 for the best student note published during
the year. The prizes are awarded on a statewide competitive basis after
an evaluation by a committee in the section of entries submitted by the
deans of each of the law schools in the state.
Derus Lewypns' Wlves' CLus Awnnp
The Dallas Lawyers' Wives' Club each year makes a cash award of
$200 to an outstanding student in the second-year class. The award is
based on scholarship and need.
T¡¡e VelenrB Lnrunop DrupHrNor Mevonrer Aweno*
Mr. Tony Dauphinot presents annually an award of $200 in memory
of his mother to the best student in the Real Estate Transactions course.
WrNtwonrs T. DuneNr Mnvonrer Awenp
(Durant, Mankoff, Davis, Wolens & Francis)
The Wentworth T. Durant Memorial Award of $500 is presented each
year by the firm of Durant, Mankoff, Davis, Wolens & Francis to the
student writing the outstanding paper in the fleld of federal taxation.
ELDnrDcE, Gocc¡¡rs & Wnrss Awrnos
The Dallas firm of Eldridge, Goggans & Weiss presents annually an
award of $500 to the outstanding team for excellence in the Research
Methods/Legal Writing Course.
FouNpeuoN Pness, INc. Awenp
The Foundation Press, Inc. makes an annual book award to the stu-
dents who make outstanding contributions to the SMU Mock Trial Club.
Fulr¡n¡cnr & Jrwonsrr Moor Counr Aw¡np
The Houston firm of Fulbright & Jaworski annually presents cash
awards to the students who represent the Southern Methodist University
School of Law in the National Moot Court Competition.
Genonnp & Wy¡.rNB Moor CouRr CovpBrrrroN Awenp
The Dallas firm of Gardere & Wynne makes an annual cash award
to each stgdent selected as an outstanding student in inter-school Moot
Court Competition. The names of the outstanding students are inscribed
on a bronze plaque which has been presented to the School of Law.
Gnenv, Srenl & SprNcBn Mocr TRrll CorupnrrrroN Awen¡
The Dallas flrm of Geary, Stahl & Spencer has presented to the School
of Law a bronze plaque on which is inscribed each year the names of
the members of the winning team in the Mock Trial Competition. A cash
award is also made to each member of the winning and second-place
teams.
GoronrRc & AlexaNonn Aw¡no
The Dallas firm of Goldberg & Alexander gives each year a cash award
of $100 to the member of the class in Creditors'Rights who receives the
highest grade in the course.
A. S. HeNsBN, INc. Awenp*
The Arthur Stedry Hansen Consulting Actuaries of Dallas awards each
year $100 to the student making the highest grade in the Taxation of De-
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ferred Compensation course and $50 to the student making the second
highest grade.
S¡n¡H T, HucHr,s F¡opner, Counrs Aweno*
(Dallas Chapter, Federal Bar Association)
The Dallas Chapter of the Federal Bar Association makes an annual
award of $200 to the student making the highest grade in the course in
Federal Courts.
INtenNluou¡r- Ac¡orvy oF TRrAL Lewysns AwAnpt'
The International Academy of Trial Lawyers has presented the School
of Law with a Student Advocacy Award plaque for permanent display.
Each year the name of the student who has been designated for superior
proficiency in Advocacy will be added to the plaque.
JsNrebrs & Grrcnnrsr SBcunrrrns Awenp
The Dallas law flrm of Jenkens & Gilchrist makes available annually
two prizes of $500 each for the best original papers in the field of securi-
ties law. Only full-time students are eligible and there is no requirement
for registration in any particular course. The winners' names also are
inscribed on a plaque donated by Jenkens & Gilchrist.
JoHNsoN, Bnou¡rnc & Lreos AweR¡*
The Dallas firm of Johnson, Bromberg & Leeds gives each year $250
to the student deemed by the faculty to be outstanding in the field of
corporate and financial law, based both on grades and on one or more
original papers.
JoHNsoN Sw¡,NsoN & Bensrn Awenos
The firm of Johnson Swanson & Barbee presents annually three awards
in the area of trusts, estates, and estate planning as follows:
$300 to the second-year student making the highest grade in Wills and
Estate Administration;
$300 to the second-year student making the highest grade in Trusts
and Trust Administration;
$300 cash award or a set of Casner's Estate planníng for the graduat-
ing senior exemplifying excellence in the study of Trusts and Estates(based on the highest average in the courses in Wills, Trusts, Estate
Planning, and Estate Planning problems).
JoNes, De.y, Rr,evrs & Pocue Aw¿np*
The Dallas ûrm of Jones, Day, Reavis & Pogue gives each year a cash
award of $250 to the student who has demonstrated the best performance
during his or her undergraduate law school career in the area of real
estate.
JounNel or Arn Lew exo Covrlrencp Aweno
The School of Law each year gives a prize of $50 to the student who
has prepared the outstanding comment and a prize of $50 to the student
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Jounx¡l or. Arn L¡,w ¡No Coruuencp 1970 Bo¡no or Eorrons Aw¡no
The 1970 Board of Editors of the Journal of Air Law and Commerce
makes an annual award of approximately $200 for the best comment by
a senior student published in lhe lournal ol Aír Law and Comrnerce.
KAsMrR, WtLrrNcu¡vr & Knecr AweRo
The Dallas firm of Kasmir, Willingham & Krage presents each year
an award of $250 to the beginning third-year student who is judged to
be the most outstanding future tax practitioner.
KrrconB & Krrconp Aw¡nn
The Dallas firm of Kilgore & Kilgore gives each year a cash award
of $250 to the student who prepares the best original paper dealing with
oil and gas law.
KooNs, Rason & Furr-sR Feutry Ltw Awlno
The Dallas firm of Koons, Rasor & Fuller awards $500 for demon-
strated excellence in the fleld of family law.
L¡,wyens Co-OpBnlrrvE PuBLrsHrNc Corrp¡.r.¡y ¡No BeNcnor,r-WHrrNBy
CovrpeNy-AMERTcAN JunrspnuorNcg PRrzE Aw¡nos
The Lawyers Co-Operative Publishing Company and Bancroft-Whitney
Company award a specially bound title from American Jurisprudence 2d
and a certificate of such award to the highest ranking student in each
basic law school course.
Jo¡ru MeRsuer-r Cot.¡srrrurroNal- L¡w Aw¡.nnt
This award is an annual cash prize of $500 to the law student who has
indicated excellence in the area of Constitutional Law as selected by the
Constitutional Law faculty.
B. TnoIu¡,s McErnoy Aweno*
Each year Mr. B. Thomas McElroy of the Dallas Bar makes a cash
award of $250 to the student who attains the highest grade in the course
in Texas Pre-Trial Procedure in either the fall or the spring semester.
MBnceNrrLs NlrloNnr- BeNr Awnno
The Mercantile National Bank of Dallas gives each year to the student
making the highest grade in each section of the Estate Planning and
Practice course an award of $250. If only two sections are offered during
the year, an award of $125 is given to the student making the second
highest grade in each section.
PessruAN, JoNes, ANnnrws, Horrey & Co. Aw¡no
The Passman, Jones, Andrews, Holley & Co. Award of $250 is given
annually to a second or third-year student who has maintained a high
scholastic average and has earned a substantial percentage of living costs
through part-time work while attending law school.
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P¡rr Arpne DB¡-re Aw¡.no
The Phi Alpha Delta legal fraternity annually presents a plaque to the
first-year student who makes the greatest improvement in grades between
the first and second semesters.
PneNrrcn-Hlll, INc.-FeDERAL TÀxATroN AwARD
Prentice-Hall, Inc. awards each year an engraved plaque to the out-
standing student in taxation in the third-year class.
PnnNucn-Hell, hlç.-JqURNAL oF ArR Lew eNo Corrunnce Aweno
Prentice-Hall, Inc. awards each year an engraved plaque to the editor
of the lournal of Aír Law and Commerce who has made the outstanding
contribution to the overall development of the lournal.
Ronenrsox & Srn¡,¡snup Awenps
The firm of Robertson & Stensrud presents annual cash awards of $250
to each of the full-time students who make the highest grade in the Oil
and Gas course and the Oil and Gas Tax course.
TBxes Tnrer Lewy¡ns AssocllrroN Awenp
The Texas Trial Lawyers Association awards each year a $100 prize
for the best paper in the fields of torts or workmen's compensation law.
TuoupsoN & KNrcHr Aweno
The Dallas flrm of Thompson & Knight gives each year a cash award
of $100 to the student editor who writes the best original comment pub-
lished in the Southwestern Law lournal.
V¡ns¡ry Boor Srone Aw¡no
Mr. Hubert L. Burgess, Jr. awards annually the Varsity Book Store
Award of a set of Ray, Texas Law ol Evidence to the student editor of
the Southwestern Law lournal who has most diligently fulfilled the re-
sponsibilities of his or her position on the Board of Editors,
Tnn W¡ll Srnrpr JounN¡r- Aweno
The Wall Street lournal annually makes an award to the graduating
J.D. student who has achieved the highest grade in the Corporate Plan-
ning course. The award consists of a medal and a one-year subscription
to The llall Street lournal; in addition, the winner's name is engraved on
a permanent plaque presented to the Law School.
WEsr PueI-rsHrNc CoMPANY AwARD
The West Publishing Company presents annually a set of Remedies by
Lowe to the student editor of the Soutltwestern Law lournal who makes
the outstanding contribution to the lournal, both quality and quantity
considered.
WEsr PunusHrNc CoMpeNy Conpus Junrs S¡cuNDUM AwARDs
The West Publishing Company awards annually a selected title of
Corpus Juris Secundum to each student who achieves the highest grade
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in the following courses: Legislative and Administrative Process; Evi-
dence; and Code of Professional Responsibility.
W¡sr PunusruNc Covrpe¡ly HonN¡ooK AwARDS
The West Publishing Company awards each year a selected title from
the Hornbook Series to the students in the first-year, second-year, and
third-year classes in the School of Law who achieve the highest scholastic
averages.
s2o7 SCHOLARLY PUBLICATIONS
Two student-edited law reviews are published by the School of Law-
the Southwestern Law lournal and the lournal ol Aír Law and Com-
merce. Their staffs are selected to participate on the basis of scholarship
and through a writing competition conducted each year. The operation
and management of each law review is vested in its elected Board of
Editors. The Boards, selected from the staffs, are made up of third-year
students who have exhibited a high capacity for legal research and writ-
ing. In both publications the work of students has produced periodicals
of permanent value to the legal profession.
The Southwestern Law Journal is published five times each year and
reaches law schools, attorneys, and judges throughout the United States
and abroad. Each issue includes articles by prominent legal scholars and
practitioners dealing with significant questions of local, national, and in-
ternational law. In addition, articles by students analyze recent cases, stat-
utes, and developments in the law. Each year one issue of the lournal is
devoted to an Annual Survey of Texas Law and contains articles by attor-
neys, law professors, and judges concerning current developments in the
laws of Texas. All editing is done by the Board of Editors, comprised of
third-year law students, who receive academic credit for their work.
The Journal ol Aír Law ønd Commerce, a quarterly publication of the
School of Law, was founded at Northwestern University in 1930 and
moved to SMU in 1961. The only scholarly periodical in the English
language devoted primarily to the legal and economic problems affecting
aviation and space, it has a worldwide circulation with over 2,000 sub-
scribers in some 60 countries. Articles by distinguished lawyers, econo-
mists, government officials, and scholars deal with domestic and inter-
national problems of the airline industry, private aviation, and space, as
well as general legal topics which have a significant impact on the area
of aviation. Also included are student commentaries on a variety of
topical issues, casenotes on recent decisions, book reviews, and editorial
comments. 'Ihe lournal ol Aír Law and Commerce sponsors a well re-
spected annual symposium on selected problems in aviation law and
publishes selected papers from that symposium in one of its issues.
S2O8 STUDENT ACTIVITIES AND
ORGANIZATIONS
THs SMU SruonNr Ben Assocr.rrroN (SBA) is composed of all stu-
dents in the School of Law. Officers, second-year, and third-year class
representatives are elected in the spring s€rnester of each academic year.
Class representatives for first-year students are elected approximately one
month after the fall semester has commenced.
The primary function of the SBA is to represent the conserns and in-
terests of the law school student body. The SBA sponsors numerous
speakers of local and national prominence as well as various social and
sports events. All students are urged to serve on one or more of the SBA
committees: Faculty Evaluation, Orientation, Finance, Speakers, Social,
Publicity, and Law Week.
THe Aovocers is a newspaper published weekly during the school
year by students of the Law School.
Tne SMU Assocrlrrot.t oF WoMEN Llw SruosNTs, open to all stu-
dents, sponsors an annual symposium on \ryomen and law, a campus day
care center, and provides a link between law students and the Dallas
Women's Lawyers Association.
TIrs BennrsrrRs is a general service organization of 15 law students
elected on the basis of scholarship, leadership, achievement, and per-
sonality.
THe Moor Counr BoAno, a student organization, administers a con-
tinuing program to create interest in and aid in the instruction of oral
and written advocacy.
THs NlrroNAL Moor Counr CoupBrlrron is sponsored by the Asso-
ciation of the Bar of the City of New York. Each October law schools
of Texas and adjacent states participate in a regional competition pre-
liminary to the final rounds of the National Competition held in New
York.
NÀrroxer Mocr Tnrel CoMperrrroN. Southern Methodist University
participates in the National Mock Trial Competition, an inter-law school
trial competition for accredited law schools sponsored by the Young Law-
yers Association of the State Bar of Texas and the Texas Bar Foundation.
It is a national competition in which over 100 law schools participate.
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The American College of Trial Lawyers provides awards for winning
teams in the regional and final competitions. The regional competitions
are held early each calendar year and the final rounds are held soon
thereafter.
The Association of Trial Lawyers of America sponsor the only other
national mock trial competition. Southern Methodist University has par-
ticipated in that competition, at which approximately sixty other schools
throughout the country field mock trial teams. The Association of Trial
Lawyers of America provides awards to successful teams in that com-
petition.
THn Pulup C. Jrssup I¡,¡TnRN¡rroNel Moor Counr CoupprrrroN is
sponsored by the Association of Student International Law Societies. The
regional competitions are in early spring and the international final
rounds are soon after in Washington, D.C.
Tue NA.rroNnr- AppsLLtrE ADvoclcy CoIupBrrrrox is sponsored by
the Law Students Division of the American Bar Association. Each spring
the Law School participates in the Thirteenth Circuit Regional Competi-
tion. The winner of the regional competition represents the Thirteenth
Circuit in the final competition among the circuits held in conjunction
with the annual meeting of the American Bar Association in August,
THB Tnxes YouNc Llwyrns AssocleuoN Moor Counr CoMpETI-
rIoN, held each June as a part of the annual convention of the State Bar
of Texas, is an appellate moot court competition among the law schools
of Texas.
Leclr FnerERNrrrEs eNo Lecrl SonoRrrrns-Chapters of three na-
tional legal fraternities and two international sororities have been estab-
lished at the school-the John Hemphill Senate of Delta Theta Phi, the
Roger Brooke Taney Chapter of Phi Alpha Delta, Monteith Inn of Phi
Delta Phi, the Alpha Psi Chapter of the Kappa Beta Pi International Legal
Sorority, and the Alpha Iota Chapter of the Iota Tau Tau International
Legal Sorority.
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SIII THE JURIS DOCTOR PROGRAM
s301 ADMISSION
$301 .1 Derns oF Aorr¡rssrou.-Beginning students are admitted in the
Fall Semester only.
s301.2 AppuceuoN non AoruussroN.-Application for. admission
shðuld be made by February 1 of the year in which the student intends
to enroll. Application forms and information regarding required pro-
cedures tnuy'6" obtained from the secretary of admissions. The appli-
cant must flle transcripts from all colleges attended with the Law School
Data Assembly Serviòe of the Educational Testing Service, P'O' Box
2000, Newtown, Pennsylvania 18940, showing courses completed and
courses in which the applicant is enrolled at the date of application. A
final official transcript reflecting receipt of the undergraduate degree is
required by the Law School before registration. The application must
als-o be supported by college questionnaires and letters of recommenda-
tion on forms supplied by the School of Law.
All students (undergraduate, graduate, new, and transfer) are required
to have a physical examination performed by a physician and-¡ecorded
on the permanent Medical History Form prior to their enrollment at
SMU. Iñ order to comply with state law, all students must provide proof
of immunization against diphtheria, tetanus, and poliomyelitis.
5301.3 ApvussloN-APPLICATIoN FrB.-Each applicant who is a lesi-
deãt of the United States must submit with the application a fee of $35.
This fee is not refundable and will not be credited against tuition in the
event of enrollment.
5301.4 L¡,w Scnool Aovlsslo¡.t Tesr.-Applicants for admission to
the first-year class must take the Law School Admission Test adminis-
tered by the Educational Testing Service, P'O. Box 2000, Newtown,
Pennsylvania 18940. Application blanks with complete details about the
test may be obtained by writing to the Educational Testing Service. Appli-
cants are urged to take the test not later than the October or December
testing date preceding the fall semester in which they seek admission'
5301.5 Pne-L¡cer SrupIns.-Although exceptions may be made in
spðcial circumstances, an entering student is required to have received
a bachelor's degree from an accredited college or university prior to
enrollment in the School of Law. The School of Law does not pre-
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scribe a fixed course of pre-legal study but does examine the record of
each applicant to determine whether the undergraduate courses taken re-
flect adequate preparation for the study of law. The student should pur-
sue a well-rounded course of study, with particular attention devoted to
the development of analytical skills and facility and style in the use of
the English language,
5301.6 Aorvrrsslor.¡ By SELECTToN.-The purpose of the Juris Doctor
program is to train students for competent and ethical practice of law on
behalf of both private and public clients and for intelligent use of law in
business, governmental, and other pursuits, The three-year course of study
requires reading and analysis of difficult legal materials, training in effec-
tive advocacy of positions in both oral and written form, and the acquisi-
tion of other legal skills, such as the drafting of instruments, the counsel-
ing of clients, and the negotiation of disputes. Only those applicants who
have the capacity to. acquire these skills will be admitted. In deciding
whether an applicant has this capacity, the Admissions Committee relies
heavily on Law School Admission Test scores and undergraduate grades.
In recent years, the Law School Admission Test has been refined as a tool
for measuring the ability of applicants to read and analyze legal materi-
als. Undergraduate grades continue to be signiflcant, but it is recognized
that grades vary greatly among schools and departments. Hence, the
Admissions Committee takes pains to weigh the types of courses taken
and the schools attended. Letters of recommendation from persons aware
of the applicant's abilities, the amount of time the applicant has been
required to work during his or her undergraduate career, and extra-
curricular activities and other maturing experiences are also considered.
Each year the number of applicants with the requisite capacity far ex-
ceeds the number of places in the entering class. In choosing among these
applicants the Admissions Committee looks for those whose performanc€
at the School of Law will be outstanding, those who because of their back-
grounds will bring to the School of Law different and unusual perspec-
tives, and those whose homes are in areas of the country underrepresented
in the student body. Applications from members of minority groups are
encouraged.
5301.7 AovrrssroN Deposrr.-Accepted applicants are required to de-posit $200 (in two equal installments) with the School of Law by the
date quoted in the letter of acceptance. This date is not earlier than
April l. The fee is credited toward tuition charged upon enrollment. It
wíll be lorfeíted il the student fails to enroll.
5301.8 DBcr¡.nluo¡r or INrrNrroN To SruDy Llw.-The rules gov-
erning admission to the bar in most states require that a law student file,
with an official of the state in which he intends to practice, a Declara-
tion of Intention to Study Law. It is the responsibility of each student
to determine the rules of the state in which he plans to practice and to
comply with those rules.
Every person intending to apply for admission to the State Bar of
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Texas must file with the Secretary of the Board of Law Examiners, not
more than 60 days before nor more than 120 days after beginning the
study of law, a Declaration of Intention to Study Law. Such declaration
must be made on forms prescribed by the Board and must show such
facts as to the history, experience, and educational qualifications of the
declarant as the Board may require. Instructions and copies of the rules
and prescribed forms can be obtained from the Secretary, Board of Law
Examiners, Supreme Court of Texas, Capitol Station, Austin, Texas
78711. The filing of this declararion is a prerequisite for eligibility to
apply to take the Texas bar examinations. Applications to take the exami-
nations must be made separately. In Texas this application must be made
180 days prior to the examination.
S3O2 ADMISSION WITH ADVANCED STANDING(Transfers from Other Law Schools)
S302.1 PBnsoNs Eucrsrn.-A student who has successfully completed
the first year at another law school which was at the time of the student's
study a member of the Association of American Law Schools or approved
by the Section on Legal Education of the American Bar Association may
apply for admission with advanced standing. Admission is selective. A
student who has been excluded from or who is on probation at another
school will not be admitted.
, 5302.2 Derus oF ADMrssror.r.-An applicant who has completed thefirst year at another law school may be admited either in the Fall or the
Spring Semester or in the Summer Session.
S302.3 AppucerroN.-Application for admission with advanced stand-
ing must be made on a form supplied by the School of Law. It must be
supported by transcripts from all colleges and law schools previously
attended. Good standing in the law school last attended must be estab-
lished by a letter from the dean of that school.
5302.4 AoveNce¡ Cneolr.-The amount of advanced credit given for
work completed in another law school will be determined by the Curricu-
lum Committee. Since credit for work completed at another law school
transfers as pass/fail credit, transfer students are not permitted to elect
ungraded credit in courses for which gracled credit is otherwise given.(See 9306.3).
$302.5 MrNrrr,rulr Houns RrqurnnunNr.-A student admitted with
advanced standing may not qualify for a degree from the School of Law
until that student satisfactorily completes at least 60 semester-hours at
Southern Methodist University.
s303 AUDITORS
Auditors other than full-time students are not permitted. A full-time
student may audit a course with the consent of the instructor.
Iil
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s304 REGISTRATION
5304.1 RBcrstneuoN Penrops.-The times for registration are shownin $201 above and may be changed by announcement of the dean. Stu-
dents who fail to register during the announced registration period must
secure permission of the dean to register late. A late registration fee of
$20 will be charged, without exception, to all students who register late.
5304.2 MrNrvrurvr eNo M¡xrvruM HouRs.-First-year students are
required to take 15 hours in both semesters. Beyond the first year a
student will normally take no less than 12 and no more than 15 hours
in a regular semester, and no more than 8 hours in a summer term.
Students may take more than 15 hours in a regular semester only with
permission of the Curriculum Committee and, in some instances, approval
of the full faculty.
5304.3 AoorNG, DnoruNc, eNp WIrupnAwrNc.-A student must give
notice on a form provided by the Records Office whenever the student
adds, drops, or withdraws from a course. A student may add or drop a
course during the periods set forth in $201. A fee of $6 will be charged
for each course a student adds or drops.
A student may withdraw from a course at any time with the consent
of the instructor, who shall use personal discretion to determine the grade
received for the course. If the student withdraws from a course before
noon on the last day of classes, the student will ordinarily receive no
grade (llP) for the course. If a student withdraws from a course after
noon olì the last day of classes, the student will ordinarily receive a fail-
ing grade (WF) for the course.
$305 CLASSROOM WORK AND ATTENDANCE
5305.1 Cressnoovr Wonr euo AssrcNveNrs.-Students are expected
to prepare all assignments and to participate in classroom discussions.
The instructor may exclude a student from a course for poor classroom
performance, for failure to meet attendance requirements, for improper
conduct in the classroom, or for failure to prepare assignments. In such
cases the student will receive a failing grade (llF) in the course.
S305.2 Arrr¡¡oeNcn.-Regular and punctual class attendance is neces-
sary to satisfy residence and class hours requirements.
5305.3 AnsnNcns FRoM ExAMINATIoNS.-A student unable to take an
examination at the time scheduled because of illness or other unavoid-
able cause may notify the instructor prior to the exatnination or as soon
as possible. Otherwise, a failing grade (WF) in the course will be record-
ed. The instructor will make arrangements with the student, subject to the
dean's approval, for taking the examination at a later time.
s306 GRADES AND CREDITS
$306.1 MrNruutrr PlssI¡tc GnADe.-The minimum passing grade is
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will be given for courses with lower grades. (An average of 70 in graded
courses is necessary for graduation: see $310.2.)
$306.2 Memoo or CoupuuNc AvERAcEs.-The grade in a course
will be weighted by the semester-hours in the course. The computation
will include marks from all courses in which the student has taken the
final examination or received a final grade, regardless of whether credit
in a particular coqrse is necessary to meet the requirements for gradu-
ation. When a course is repeated, both grades will be used in the com-
putation. A WF will be counted as a 40. Ordinarily, only courses in this
law school will be used in the computation.
S306.3 UNcn¡.oeo CRBprr (P¡ss/F¡rl) Erccrrox.-(A) ErEcrroN. Students (other than transfer students) may elect a
maximum of flve semester-hours of ungraded (pass/fail) credit in courses
for which graded credit is otherwise given. The time period within which
the election may be made for a particular course is indicated each semes-
ter in the registration materials furnished each student. Election of pass/
fail is irrevocable after the last day of classes.
(B) Couns¡s Er-rcrsLr. Subject to (C) below, the student may choose
any non-required courses other than those in which a writing unit is
received under 9310.3 (C).(C) InsrnucroR's CoNDrrIoNS. By announcement before registration
(ancl before preregistration, if any is held) an instructor may(1) prohibit ungraded credit students in a course or(2) limit the proportion of ungraded credit students in a course.
(D) Dnrnnrr.rrNATroN oF CREDIT. An ungraded credit student will re-
ceive credit only if the student(1) completes all required work at a level equivalent to 60 for
a graded student and(2) satisfies attendance reqr.rirements.
A student who receives credit is not entitled to know his or her grade
equivalent.
(E) RelerloN ro RBcurARLy UNcRA¡po Counses. This election is
in addition to courses which regularly give ungraded credit to all stu-
dents, subject to the overall limit in (F).(F) MextuuM UNcRADED Houns. Students (other than transfer stu-
dents) may not count toward graduation more than 15 hours of un-
graded credit.
s307 RESTDENCE
Six residence credits are required for graduation. One residence credit
will be given for each Fall or Spring Semester in which the student reg-
isters for at least 10 semester-hours and passes at least nine. Fractional
credit will be given (a) for passing fewer hours than nine during a
regular semester and (b) for Summer Sessions. However, no more than
one-half of a residence credit may be awarded for a Summer Session.
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No residence credit is given for a repeated course if credit was given
when the course was previously taken.
s308 WITHDRAWAL, REENTRY, AND READMISSION
5308.1 WlrHpnewnr.-A student may voluntarily withdraw from the
School of Law before noon on the last day of classes in a semester or
Summer Session. In this event, no credit will be given for work in any
class, and a notation of withdrawal (lrl) will be entered on the stuclent's
record.
5308.2 RssNtny eNp R¡ururssroN oF Fowten SruprNrs.(A) Rerr.rrnv. Students who withdraw while in good standing after
completing at least one semester in this law school may reenter to con-
tinue their studies without re-examination of their entrance credentials
if reentry occurs within 24 calendar months after the date of withdrawal.
Students who have completed only the first semester of law school may
reenter in the spring semester only.
The 24 calendar month deadline for reentry is extended by any time
spent after withdrawal in active U.S. military service or as a licensed and
practicing lawyer in any state in the U.S.
(B) RrenuIssrox. Students who withdraw and do not meet the re-
quirements for automatic reentry under subsection 308.2(A) may apply
to the Admissions Committee for readmission. If readmission is granted,
these students must meet the graduation requirements in effect at the date
of readmission.
s309 ACADEMTC PROBATTON AND DISMISSAL
In this section "semester" does not include the summer session; "upper-
class student" means a student who has completed two semesters in resi-
dence; "first-year student" is a student other than an upperclass student.
For the method of computing grade averages, see $306.2.
5309.1 Frnsr-Yeen Sruoenrs.(A) A first-year student whose overall grade average at the end of the
first semester is less than 60 is automatically dismissed,
(B) A flrst-year student whose overall grade average at the end of the
first two semesters is less than 68 is automatically dismissed.
(C) A first-year student whose overall grade average at the end of the
first two semesters is 68 or mo,re but less than 70 shall be on probation.
S309.2 Uppencllss Sruonxrs.(A) Sruonurs Puceo oN PRoBATToN UpoN Coupr¡rror* oF THE
Frnsr Yeen.-A student placed on probation pursuant to $309.1(C) is
automatically dismissed unless at the end of the third semester the over-
all grade average is 70 or more, or unless the student obtains a grade
average for that semester of 72 or more.
(B) STUDENTS PLACED ON PROBATION OR DISMISSED ONOR AFTER COMPLETION OF THREE SEMESTERS.-A studenr
who has completed three or more semesters is subject to the following
rules:
(1) An upperclass student whose overall grade average is less than
68 is automatically dismissed.
(2) An upperclass student whose overall grade average is 68 or more
but less than 70 shall be on probation.(3)An upperclass student who begins a semester on probation and
whose grade average for that semester is less than 70 is automatically
dismissed.
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S309.3 TneNspBn Sruoexrs.
A student admitted with advance standing upon transfer from another
law school shall be subject to the same scholastic requirements as an
upperclass student.
5309.4 RBnNrny lNo RBnoprrssloN.
A student who is dismissed for poor scholarship may petition the Ad-
missions Committee for reentry or readmission. Such permission may be
granted upon whatever terms and conditions the Admissions committee
in its discretion may determine,
S31O REQUIREMENTS FOR DEGREE
5310. I RnslpBNcn,-The residence requirement in $307 above mustbe met. Except for students admitted with advanced sianding (5302.5)
80 semester-hours credit must be earned at this school. For requiiements
concerning attendance at other law schools, see $701.4.
5310.2 Houns AND GRADES.-Candidates must earn 90 semester-hours
credit (i.e., grades of 60 or higher in graded courses or .,Credit" in non-
graded courses) with an overall average of 70 or more in graded courses.




(A) The following required courses must be successfully completed:
constitutional Law I, constitutional Law II or constitutional ciiminal
Procedure, Contracts I and II, Criminal Law, Code of professional Re-
sponsibility (or approved substitute), Evidence, Legislative and Adminis-
trative Process, Civil Procedure I and II, property I and II, Research
Methods and Legal Writing I and II, and Torts I and II.(B) If a student fails to receive a minimum passing grade in a required
course' the student must repeat the course the next time it is ofiered,
Each semester of a two-semester course is to be treated as a separate
course. Note: A failure to pass constitutional Law II may be remedied
by passing Constitutional Criminal procedure and vice veria.
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(C) A candidate must receive two writing units by completing papers
in two courses (of at least two hours) in which at least 75 percent of
the final grade is based on written work other than an examination. One
unit for this requirement may be met by two or three hours of directed
research. A student may receive credit for a maximum of one unit for
one or more publishable comments written for a law journal. The paper
requirement is not met by Research Methods/Legal Writing or Moot
Court.
5310.4 Ttvre LItvrlr.-All requirements must be met in the School of
Law, or another approved law school, within 72 months from commenc-
ing law school. In computing the period, there shall be excluded any time
during which the candidate was in active U.S. military service or was a
licensed and practicing lawyer in any state of the United States.
5310.5 Ernecrs oF CHANcES rN REeurREMs¡a5.-B¡çept as stated in
5308.2(B) above, a student must meet the residence hours, and grade re-
quirements (SS310.1-2 above) in effect at the time that the student en-
ters. The student will not be affected by later changes in these require-
ments. Other requirements may be changed from time to time with such
applicability as the faculty determines.
5310.6 WeIvnns.-Waiver of requirements may, for good cause, be
granted by the faculty or, in some instances, the Curriculum Committee.
Requests should be made in writing, with all relevant information and
reasons, to the chairman of the Curriculum Committee.
s311 HONORS
TsB OnpBn oF THE Corr is a national law-school scholastic honor
society, Not more than 10 percent of all graduates during the academic
year may be elected to membership by vote of the faculty.
Candidates for the J.D. degree having superior grades may by vote
of the faculty be awarded the degree cum laude, magna cum laude, or
summa cum laude. No one shall be eligible for honors who shall have
taken elsewhere more than one-third of the work offered for the degree.
The average grade shall be based on work done in this school only, but
to receive the degree with honors a transfer from another law school
must have at least a B average in law courses at the school previously at-
tended. Normally, the minimum grade averages for honors aÍei cum






Section IV: Combined J.D./M.B.A. Program
1982-83
IsIV COMBTNED J.D./M.B.A. PROGRAM
$401 NATURE OF THE PROGRAM
The combined J.D./M.B.A. program is offered jointly by the School
of Law and the Graduate Division of the Edwin L. Cox School of Busi-
ness. The program is designed for law practice with a strong business
background and for business careers with a strong legal background.
Through the program the combined degree may be obtained in four aca-
demic years. Separately they would require four and a half academic
years.
This program has been established so that an individual may integrate
his or her educational experience in law and business. Since management
personnel and corporate attorneys have their individual considerations
and goals, by taking law and business courses simultaneously the student
may achieve an understanding of commercial affairs from two different
points of view.
s402 STRUCTURE OF THE PROGRAM
GeNBnar.-For the two degrees, the program requires that the student













cRoss-cRporr.-under the structure of the dual program the school
of Law will award four hours of academic credit toward the J.D. degree(90 hours) for satisfactory completion of the academic requirements of
the M.B.A. program. Similarly, the Edwin L. Cox School of Business
will award 12 hours of academic credit toward the M.B.A. degree (4g
hours) for satisfactory completion of the academic requirements of the
J.D. program.
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S¡uple Cunnrculurvr.-A sample curriculum of study under the
J.D./M.B.A. Degree Program would be as follows:
SavnsrrR I (F.ul) Hours Srursrr,n 2 (Srnrt.tc) Hours
Required Law courses 15 Required Law courses 14
15 Elective Law course 1
l5
Snv¡srrn 3 (F¡rl) Sevrsren 4 (SrnINc)
Required Law course 3* Required Law course 3*
Required Business courses 13 Required Business courses l0
', 
Elective Law course 3
16
SE¡u¡sr¡n 5 (Fe.lr) ssv¡srEn 6 (sPRINc)
Required Law course 1 ffixTilÍrii*":ü::: ;Elective Law courses ? Ëi;Jtive Business course 3Elective Business course 3 --- 
1515 SE,vrEsrEn 8 (Farr)
Ssrr¿rsr¡n 7 (surravrn) åi.XT$Ír*-""ïå:i I IRequired Business course 4ï Elective Business course 3
I5
. Ssuesren 9 (SrmNc)
Elective Law courses I I
s403 TUTTTON AND FEES
When a disparity occurs between the tuition rate of the Edwin L. Cox
School of Business and that of the School of Law, the tuition rate of the
School of Law shall apply to courses taken from its curriculum and the
tuition rate of the Edwin L. Cox School of Business shall apply to courses
taken from its curriculum.
s404 OTHBR REQUTREMENTS
Except as modifled by $402 above, a student in the program must meet
all the requirements of both schools for admission, performance, gradu-
ation, etc. In particular, SS301-302, 304-311 above are the applicable
law requirements.
Admission applications should be addressed to both schools, with the
statement that they are for the combined J.D./M.B.A. program. Students
are not admitted to the program until they have been admitted by both
schools.
* Ttre student must enroll in the required courses in the semesters indicated
unless approval to the contrary is given by the academic dean of the school
in which the course is to be taken. Waivers of this requirement may be grant-
ed upon showing good cause, but exceptions will rarely be granted during the
first four semesters of the program. However, either Business Associations I(3 hours) or Business Associations II (3 hours) may be taken instead of Con-
stitutional Law I (3 hours) or Constitutional Law II (3 hours) in Semesters
3 and 4 (postponing these required courses until Semesters 5 and 6) with ap-
proval of the academic dean of the School of Law.






Section V: Combined J.D./M.P.A. Prograrn
Lg82-93
sv COMBTNED J.D./M.P.A. PROGRAM
$501 NATURE OF THE PROGRAM
The combined J.D./M.P.A. program is offered jointly by the School
of Law and the Graduate Program in Public Administration of Dedman
College. The program is designed for those persons who desire career
opportunities in the public sector. The combined degree may be obtained
in three and a half academic years. Separately, the two clegrees would
require four academic years.
$502 STRUCTURE OF THE PROGRAM




The Regulatory Process 3
Fiscal Administration 3
Public Personnel Administration 3
Public Administration :













Cnoss-CReolr.-Under the structure of the dual program the School
of Law will award four hours of academic credit toward the J.D. degree(90 hours) for satisfactory completion of the academic requirements of
the M.P.A. program. Similarly, Dedman College will award 12 hours of
academic credit toward the M.P.A. degree (36 hours) for satisfactory
completion of the academic requirements of the J.D. program. In fulfill-
ment of these requirements a candidate for the combined J.D./M.P.A.
degree must receive at least 12 hours of credit from the following law
courses:
Hours Hours
Local Government Law Administrative Law (required) 3(required) 3 Land Use 3
Criminal Justice Administration 2 Taxation a¡d Fiscal Policy z
Juvenile Delinquency 2 Government Contracts z
Labor Law I 3
Environmental Law 3
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$503 TUITION AND FEES
When a disparity occurs between the tuition rate of the Graduate Pro-
gram in Public Administration of Dedman College and that of the School
of Law, the tuition rate of the School of Law shall apply to courses taken
from its curriculum and the tuition rate of the Graduate Program in
Public Administration of Dedman College shall apply to courses taken
from its curriculum.
s504 OTHER REQUIREMENTS
Except as modifled by 5502 above, a student in the program must meet
all the requirements of both schools for admission, performance, grad-
uation, etc. In particular, 55301-302, 304-311 above are the applicable
law requirements.
Admission applications should be addressed to both schools, with the
statement that they are for the combined J.D./M.P.A. program. Students
are not admitted to the program until they have been admitted by both
schools.
s5o5 REGISTRATION
All registration of students in the J.D./M.P.A. program will be com-
pleted through the School of Law, where the program for participating
law students will be administered. Students participating in the program
will meet with the Director of the Graduate Program in Public Adminis-
tration prior to registration for each semester of joint status. The director
will review and approve the student's proposed course of study for the
next semester insofar as the study list includes public administration
courses primarily.
Students in the joint program will register for all courses, both law and
public administration, in accordance with the posted registration schedule
for the School of Law and will follow the regular registration procedures
of the School of Law.
s506 TRANSFER INTO THE PROGRAM
A stuclent in good standing enrolled in the School of Law may trarrsfer
into the program at any time prior to the end of his or her second year
of law school. To be accepted into the program the student must
l. submit an application for admission into the program to the Cur-
riculum Cornmittee of the School of Law and be accepted by that
committee as a joint student and
2. meet all requirements for admission as established by Dedman Col-
lege, Graduate Program in Public Administration.
A student in the M.P.A. Program with at least 12 hours remaining be-







Section VI: The Graduate School of
American and Foreign Law
Lg82-93
SVI THE GRADUATE SCHOOL OF
AMERICAN AND FOREIGIT LAW
5601 OBJECTIVES OF GRADUATE LEGAL STUDIES
The Graduate School of American and Foreign Law, in offering pro-
grams of advanced study beyond the first degree in law, is designed to
broaden the student's understanding of the Anglo-American legal system
and its place in the world and to offer opportunity for study to. those
interesteã in international and foreign legal problems. To achieve its ob-
jectives the school offers opportunities for study and research in the
following areas:
1. advanced study in Anglo-American law;
2. an intensive course of study in international and foreign legal
problems for United States lawyers; and
3. one-year courses of specialized legal training in international law,
comparative law, and basic principles of Anglo-American law for
lawyers from foreign countries.
The programs of the Graduate School of American and Foreign Law
offer to-lawyers an opportunity for more productive careers in the private
practice of law, in teaching, and in public service. The programs are de-
iigned to meet varying needs of the legal community by ( 1) affording
intensive training on the graduate level in flelds of law which have be-
come highly specialized in modern practice; (2) increasing the student's
understanding of the philosophy and history of law and of the adminis-
tration of justice; (3) broadening the student's background through a
study of comparative and international law; (4) encouraging research
and writing in taw and related fields; and (5) offering specialized in-
struction to practicing lawyers as a part of the plan for continuing edu-
cation of the bar.
Graduate study is open to lawyers who are graduates of approved law
schools. Classes are scheduled not only during the day but also during
the evening, since it is an objective of the graduate school to foster
graduate study for the practicing lawyer.
s602 DEGREES OFFERED
5602.1 Mlsrnn oF LÀws (LL.M').-This program offers,lawyers
prõviously trained in Anglo-American law an opportunity to broaden their
Lackground in law in certain specialized areas of the law by enrolling in
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advanced courses and seminars and engaging in specialized research. Spe-
ciflcally designated LL.M. degrees may be received if certain specializa-
tion requirements are satisfied, as specifled below.
5602.2 M¡.srnn oF CoMpARArrvÉ, LAw (M.C.L.).-This program is
designed to offer to foreign lawyers not trained in Anglo-American law
an opportunity to acquire knowledge of the legal system and political and
legal institutions of the United States as well as of international legal
problems. Lawyers previously trained in Anglo-American law are not
eligible for this program or for this degree.
5602.3 Docron oF rHE ScrBNcn oF Law (S.J.D.).-The doctoral pro-gram provides to outstanding students, primarily those in the academic
field or interested in entering the academic field, an opportunity for ad-
vanced study and extended research in specialized areas of the law.
s603 HISTORY AND SCOPB
5603.1 GeNeur, GReouern Sruplns.-The School of Law inaugurated
the program of general graduate legal studies in 1950. This program is
designed to meet the need for continuing development in the law caused
by the changes and stresses of the modern era. Initially, the offerings
were limited, with specialized curricula in areas of interest to South-
western lawyers, such as oil and gas, taxation, and corporate problems.
Additions to the program were gradually made, In 1963, a program
leading to the doctoral degree in law (S.J.D.) was added to the master
of laws (LL.M.) program.
5603.2 THB L.tw INst¡rure oF rHE Avrrnrces.-Established as a
graduate division of the School of Law h 1952, the Law Institute of the
Americas was a pragmatic experiment in international legal education.
It was designed to improve understanding among the peoples of the
Americas through study of the law, institutions, and governments of the
American nations and to train lawyers to handle the Western Hemi-
sphere's legal problems. The organizers recognized that lawyers generally
are among the leading arbiters of policies, both national and international,
and believed that inte,rcultural exchange would increase the sense of totat
hemispheric responsibility among future decision makers. The program
of the Law Institute of the Americas was designed to teach civil lawyers
of Latin America the fundamental approaches, thought patterns, theories,
and terminology of Anglo-American common law. At the same time, the
Law Institute undertook to teach common lawyers of Can¿da and the
United States the fundamental approaches, thought patterns, theories, and
terminology of Latin American civil law. Both groups were combined in
comparative courses of constitutional and commercial law and in courses
dealing with the international law of. the Americas, known as inter-
American regional law.
5603.3 Tse Ac.rpBlnry oF AMERTc¡,N Llw.-The success of the Law
Insitute of the Americas led to the establishment of the Academy of
American Law to provide a comprehensive program of study in the
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theory and practice of American political and legal institutions and the
American legal system to lawyers from outside the Western Hemisphere
who have not received training in Anglo-American law. Students are
introduced to the basic processes and instructions of American law. Stress
also has been placed on the evolution of constitutional principles es-
sential to the development of human freedom and upon international
law and the establishment of an orderly framework for international
relations.
Lawyer-students in this program have come frorn Africa, Asia, and
Europe. Like the Latin Americans, they have benefited from increased
knowledge and from living in the United States and learning of its multi-
faceted society. Students frorn Canada, the United States, and Latin
America have learned to appreciate the scholarship and ability of lawyers
from outside this hemisphere.
5604 DEGREE REQUIREMENT
5604.1 Mesren oF LAws (LL.M.).-To receive the degree of master
of laws the student must meet the following requirements:
1. Residence in the School of Law for not less than two semesters
if a full-time student and not less than four semesters if a part-time
student.
2, Completion of 24 semester-hours in courses, seminars, or research
and writing. The research and writing may be equivalent to ten, eight,
or four semester-hours leading to an approved dissertation. No credit will
be given for courses or seminars with a grade below 70. The student must
have an average grade of 80 on all courses taken. The requisite grade-
point average of 80 must be obtained in the first 24 hours of courses
or thesis undertaken, subject to such meritorious exceptions as the Grad-
uate Committee sees fit to make.
3. Completion of at least four semester-hours (within this 24-hour
requirement) in the ñeld of the general theory of law. If the student has
previously completed such a theory course, completion of only two hours
of general theory is required.
With prior approval, the student may take not more than four hours
of the required work in graduate programs of Dedman College, in
Perkins School of Theology, or in the Edwin L. Cox School of Business.
In particular, a student will benefit from courses in economics and the-
ology in which there is considerable jurisprudential content. Law school
credit will be given on completion of all wo,rk to the instructor's satis-
faction, but the grades will not be used in computing a student's law
school average,
4. Preparation of a dissertation by those students wanting partial re-
search and writing credit. This dissertation must be written under the
direction of a professor and must be approved by both the professor and
the Committee on Graduate Legal Studies. After the dissertation is ap-
proved by the professor under whose direction it is written, the disserta-
tion must reach the committee in quadruplicate at least 60 days before
the date on which the candidate seeks to receive the degree. It is recom-
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mended that the dissertation be in a form suitable for publication. The
dissertation must comply \4,ith the instructions published by the com-
mittee; instructions are available from the committee.
5. Specialized master of laws degrees in Taxation, in Corporate and
Commercial Law, and in Comparative and International Law will be
given to those students who complete 18 hours out of the total 24 hours
in the particular specialized area.
6. All requirements must be completed within 36 months from the
date of initial registration as a graduate student, unless the candidate is
continuously enrolled as a part-time student, in which case all require-
ments must be completed within 60 months.
5604.2 M¿,srBn oF CoMpARArrvB Lew (M.C.L.).-The requirementsfor this degree include the completion of 24 hours of credit from the
courses or seminars selected after consultation with the Committee on
Graduate Legal Studies. The degree is awarded to those students who
complete the course work with an average grade of 70. No credit will
be given for courses or seminars with a grade below 60.
$604.3 Docron oF rHE ScrnNcp on L¡.w (S.J.D.).-persons who have
completed the requirements for the master of laws degree or the master
of comparative law degree with distinction, or who have engaged in law
teaching or the practice of law for five years and demonstrated legal
sgho]aryhip by writings of high merit, may be admitted to candidacy for
the S.J.D. degree. A candidate for the doctoral degree ordinarily witt tein residence for one year and enroll in at least four semester-hours of
courses (two hours in legal philosophy and two hours in comparative
legal theory or international law). These requirements may be waivedby the committee on Graduate Legal Studies when the candidate has
completed work at the master's level in this institution. The candidate
must, within 60 months after completion of the residence requirement for
the s.J'D. degree, satisfactorily complete a thesis in publishable form and
pass an oral examination on the thesis topic and rela.ted subjects.
s605 ADMrssroN
5605.1 Sru¡BNrs WHo AnB Ce¡qprolrns ron DBcnees.-The S.J.D.
degree and the LL.M. degree require extensive previous training in the
Anglo-American common-law system. Applicants for admission tó candi-
dacy for these degrees must have obtained an undergraduate law degree,
normally from an approved school of Anglo-American law. The aþpli-
cant must have an undergraduate law-school record displaying a6ove
average scholarly aptitude and an ability to engage in graduale legal
studies.
The foreign applicant for the M.C.L. degree must be a graduate of a
foreign law school of standing comparable to those approved by the
Section of Legal Education of the American Bar Association. The appli-
cant's undergraduate law record must demonstrate scholarly aptitude and
proficiency in the English language. Anglo-American law trainèd students
may not be candidates for this degree.
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5605.2 SruoeNts WHo Ans Nor C,lNornerEs FoR DBcnnes.-A
limited number of members of the bar who do not seek advanced de-
grees, but who qualify for graduate law studies, may be admitted to ad-
vanced seminar courses. Auditors are not permitted, as all students must
participate in the work of the course, prepare assignments, and take
examinations.
5605.3 Apprrc.qfroN non ApvrssloN.-Application for admission by
United States applicants should be made to Secretary of Admissions,
School of Law, Southern Methodist University, Dallas, Texas 75275. Ap-
plication forms will be mailed upon request. An applicant must include
with the application a letter stating the purpose for which the student
wishes to do graduate work. Completed applications should be received
by June 1 of the year of intended enrollment.
Application for admission by foreign students may be made to the
Institute of International Education through the Committee for Study and
Training in the United States in the candidate's country, if the Institute
has a connection with the country, in September or October of the year
preceding that of intended enrollment. The address of the committee can
be obtained from the Cultural Affairs Officer at the United States Em-
bassy or from the nearest U.S. consular office. Application may also be
made directly to Secretary of Admissions, Schoo of Law, Southern
Methodist University, Dallas, Texas 75275, U.S.A. Application forrns
will be sent upon request. Applications shall include the age of applicant;
a short currículum vítae; statement of proficiency in English; a certified
transcript of grades received in law school, in English; letters of recom-
mendation from the dean of the law school and from a law professor;
and a recent head-and-shoulders photograph of the applicant.
All foreign students are required to carry the SMU-approved student
health insurance policy. Cost of the policy is approximately $100 a year
and appropriate forms and applications may be obtained from the insur-
ance office of the Memorial Health Center.
s606 FELLOWSHTPS
Fellowships providing tuition are available each year to a very limited
number of highly qualified students from abroad. Attention of foreign
applicants is directed to the fact that the Graduate School of American
and Foreign Law has no funds to grant for travel expenses, either to or
from the United States or within the United States, nor does it have any
administrative inlluence through which government or private agencies
can be persuaded to assist in travel.
s607 TUTTTON AND FEES
For tuition and fees, see $203 and the catalogue supplement, Financial
I nformatìon-SM U 
-l 982 -8 3.
s608 SPECTALTZED AREAS OF CONCENTRATTON
In order to meet the needs of the legal profession the Graduate
School of American and Foreign Law has sought to create courses and
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seminars in various areas of concentration. Advanced graduate study in
these specialized fields should impart additional skill and knowledge to
today's lawyer to augment the lawyer's professional competence and aid
the advancement of his or her career. Thus, the student, upon beginning
graduate study, normally will select a program from the following areas
and courses. Any dissertation which the student prepares should be di-
rected toward the area of specialization. Each graduate student will
select a program after careful consultation \r/ith the chairman of the
Committee on Graduate Legal Studies so that the program çan be ar-
ranged to meet the student's individual needs.
It should be noted that some of the courses and seminars set out be-
low are not offered each year, A special schedule of courses is published
before the beginning of each semester. The student should consult these
schedules for actual offerings of each semester.
ADMINISTRATIVE AND PUBLIC LAW
Administrative Law 3 Labor Law I and II
Antitrust Law 
















Group Actions and Remedies 
------
Admiralty
C-omparative Labor Law 
- ^----------- 2









Local Government Law 
--






























































* If devoted to an aspect of corporate ol commercial law
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LABOR LAVY
,A,dministrativeLaw-----------------------_3 Federal Courts




__ _ -- 2
Comparative Labor Law 
-_.,________-_ 2

















Tax Procedure and Litigation 
------







- - """" ------------"--
Complex Federal Litigation 































Oil and Gas 
----.-
Labor Problems Seminar
Wills and Estate Administration 
-- 
3
PROPERTY AND NATURAL RESOURCES LAW
Environmental Law 
--.---- Real Estate Tax Planning 
-_-- ------- 
3
Real Estate Transactions 
------------ 
3
Texas Matrimonial Property 
- 3
Trusts and Trust Administration 3







TAXATION AND ESTATE PLANNING









Federal Income Tax Problems
of Exempt Organizations 
----------
Federal Oil and Gas Taxation 
----
Income Taxation of
Trusts and Estates 
-,-----------,------ 2
Partnership Taxation 
-, - .- -.--,-----. 2
Professional Corporations 
-------_"-- 2







Tax Procedure and Litigatiort 
__-___ 2
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SVII THE CURRICULUM
s7o1 DESCRTPTTON OF COURSES
The unit of credit is the semester-hour, which represents one class-hour
a week for a semester. The number of semester-hours of credit given
for the satisfactory completion of eash course is stated. Notations fol-
lowing the course descriptions have these meanings: Paper normally re-
quired or other reference to a paper refers to potential earnings of writing
units within S310.3(C). This is a complete listing of courses offered by
the School of Law. Some courses are oftered less often than annually.
s701.1 J.D. PROGRAM
REQUIRED COURSES
Crvrr- PnoceDURE I eNo II.
Five hours. Civil procedure, primarily on the trial level; distinction
between law and equity; merger of law and equity; the modern civil ac-
tion including consideration of the jurisdiction of courts, venue, process,
pleading, joinder, discovery, pre-trial practice, right to a jury trial, with-
drawing cases from a jury, motions after verdict, judgments and their
effects, and appellate review.
Cope or PnoressloNlr. Rnspor.rslnllrrv.
One or two hours. An analysis of the rules governing the professional
conduct of lawyers in all their functions; application of the Code of Pro-
fessional Responsibility and Code of Judicial Conduct,
CoNsururroNnr- CnrurNer Pnocppunr,.
Three hours (alternate to Constitutional Law II), Study of selected
problems including arrest, search and seizure, electronic surveilance,
right to counse , privilege against self-incrimination, lineups, jury trial,
and multiple prosecution.
CoNsrrrurrouel L¡,w I.
Three hours. A study of the distribution of governmental powers under
the Constitution of the United States. Emphasis is placed on the principle
of judicial review; the federal commerce power and its limitation upon
state regulation; the fiscal and proprietary powers of the federal govern-
ment; the war, treaty and other powers of the federal government; and
inter-governmental relations. Substantive due process is sometimes cov-
ered in this course rather than in Constitutional Law II.
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Co¡qsrrrur¡oNer- Law IL
Three hours (alternate to Constitutional Criminal Procedure). A sur-
vey of individual rights, privileges and immunities under the Constitution
of the United States, particularly the meaning and application of sub-
stantive due process of law, the equal protection of the laws, ancl free-
dom of expression and religion.
CoNrnecrs I eNo II.
Six hours. History and development of the common law of contract;
principles controlling the formation, performance, and termination of
contracts, including the basic doctrines of offer and acceptance, con-
sideration, conditions, material breach, damages, contracts for the bene-
fit of third persons, assignments, and statute of frauds; statutory variances
from the common law with particular attention to Uniform Commercial
Code sections.
CRrvrxar- L¡.w.
Two hours. Origins and sources of the criminal law; the elements of
crime and various specific crimes, including homicide; conditions of ex-
culpation, including principles of justification and insanity. Theft offenses
are sometimes covered in the course.
Ev¡nBNcs.
Three hours. Principles governing the admission and exclusion of evi-
dence in the litigation process, including functions of judge and jury, ex-
amination and competency of witnesses, demonstrative evidence, the
hearsay rule ancl its exceptions, burden of proof and presumptions, priv-
ileges, and judicial notice.
I-nclsl¡rlvB ¡No AoulNrsrRATrvE PnocE,ss.
Two hours. An introduction to legislative and administrative legal
issues in the context of statutory interpretation and policy analysis.
Pnop¡nry L
Three hours. Selected topics in possessory and future estates in land;
concurrent estates, and the law of landlorcl and tenant.
Pnop¡nry II.
Three hours. Easements, private covenants; public land use regulation
lund real estate conveyancing.
RessencFr MerHoos 
^ND 
LEcAL Wnruuc I eNp IL
Two hours. Lectures and problems. Kinds of legal information and
their diverse uses. Origin, authority, and interpretation of cases, statutes,
and other materials. Access to and interconnections of the information
network including the "Lexis" computer research system. Interpretation
of facts and development of legal issues. Study of legal styles and drafts-
manship. Drafting of memoranda, opinions, and other documents on as-
signed points of law.
(Any student excused from Research Methods and Legal Writing I andII who is enrolled for Moot Court must clrop Moot Court as well.)
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Tonrs I ¡Np II.
Six hours. Civil liability arising from breach of duties imposed by law
as distinguished from duties created by contract, including, for example,
negligence, products liability and defamation. The methods and processes
of the American legal system are discussed, with attention paid to legisla-
tion, administrative remedies, and insurance, as well as to the common
law.
s701,2 ELECTIVE COURSES
The Faculty recommends that each student sho'uld enroll in courses
in each of the following areas: business organizations, administrative law,
commercial law, procedural and evidence law, taxation and legal his-
tory or the philosophy of law or the study of legal systems.
AoltrNrstnet¡ve Lew.
Three hours. The focus is upon legislative authority and administra-
tive. agencies with special emphasis on administrative process and judicial
revlew.
Prerequisíte: Legislative and Administrative Process,
Aorurn¡,lry.
Three hours. Admiralty jurisdiction and procedure; federal-state rela-
tions; maritime leins; Harter Act and Carriage of Goods by Sea Act;
salvage; general average; collision; charter parties; personal injury and
death; marine insurance; limitation of liability.
Aov¡Nceo Conpon¡te TlxrrtoN.
Two hours. Taxation of related and affiliated corporations, allocation of
income and cleductions under Section 482, and subchapter S corpora-
tions.
Aunnrctx BusrNess Lnw Sunvev,
Two hours. A survey of American corporate law for foreign students
who are candidates for the M.C.L. degree and whose training has not
been primarily in the common law. (Prohibits taking Business Associa-
tions I)
AMenrceN M¡nrrer Pnopenry Sysrrus.
Two hours. Analysis of basic forms of doing business (i.e., proprietor-
ship, general and limited partrierships and the corporation), followed by
a survey of selected American laws (i.e., corporate, tax, securities and
antitrust laws) affecting corporate governance and behavior of the "pub-
lic" corporation. This course is for foreign students who are candidates
for the M.C.L. degree and whose training has not been primarily in the
common law. (Prohibits taking Business Associations I).
Axrrrnusr Lew.
Three hours. A study of restraints of trade, monopolizations, price
discriminations, and other interferences with competitive business be-
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havior and structure as overseen by the federal antitrust laws in their
injunctive, criminal, and private treble damage claim aspects.
Axr¡rnusr SevrNen,*
Two hours. Consideration of selected antitrust law topics in greater
depth than possible in Antitrust Law. (Paper normally required.)
Prerequisite : Antitrust Law.
BusrNsss Assocrerlo¡¡s I.
Three hours. Agency: General principles of the law of agency. Partner-
,ships (general and limited) : formation, control, liabilities, property, dis-
solution and disposition of business; internal and external relations of
partners. Corporatíotts: formation; control, duties, liabilities, and rights
of management and shareholders; flnancing, capitalization. The study of
corporations continues in Business Associations II, and the dividing line
may vary from year to year. The emphasis will usually be on the closely
held business in Business Associations I, on the widely owned business
in Business Associations II. Throughout, income tax aspects are explored,
and planning and problem-solving are stressed. Special attention is given
to the Texas and Delaware Corporation Acts as representatives of mod-
ern statutory trends (prohibits taking American Corporate Law Survey).
Prerequisíte for: Corporate Planning, Corporate Reorganization and
Professional Corporations.
BusrxBss AssocreuoNs II.
Three hours. Corporatiorrs (continued, see Business Associations I
above) : duties, liabilities and rights of shareho ders and management;
capitalization, distributions, mergers and organic changes; basic securities
Iaws.
Prerequisite: Business Associations L
BusrNess Tonrs
Three hours. This course will consider various topics arising from the
common law of unfair competition, both within and without the tradi-
tional intellectual property sphere. Coverage will include the common
law of unfair competition, including misappropriation, the right of
publicity ancl trade secret protection; trademarks; copyrights; deceptive
advertising; and issues of federal preemption. Consideration will also be
given to the law governing price discrimination under the Robinson-
Patman Act.
Crvrr Crr¡rrc.
Five hours. A study of how to practice law emphasizing professional
responsibility, the practical application of legal principles, interviewing
techniques, counseling and negotiation. Classroom instruction is inte-
grated with representation of indigent clients.





Three hours. A survey of national and state legislation protecting the
individual against governmental and private interference with rights to
education, employment, housing, personal security, vote, amongst others.
Crvlr- RrcHrs SBvrN¡ns.
Three hours. Seminars in selected problems in the protection of indi-
vidual liberties from governmental interference. Subject matter will vary
at the discretion of the professor. Examples of matters that could be con-
sidered are First Amendment freedoms, racial discrimination, sex dis-
crimination, prisoners' rights and privacy.
CoLLrcrtv¡ BeRcarNlr.¡c tNo Anslrnetroru Snvrw¡n.
Two hours. Problems relating to the theory and practice of collective
bargaining and labor arbitration. (Paper r.rormally required.)
Prerequisite: Labor Law I.
Couuencrel Tn¡NsecrloNs.
Three hours. An introductory survey of the law of sales under the
Uniform Commercial Code, with particular emphasis on Articles 2 and
5; contract formation; parole evidence rule; status of frauds; risk of
loss; receipt and inspection; acceptance, revocation, warranties; remedies
of buyer and seller; remedy disclaimers; documentary transactions:
letters of credit.
CoMpanerrvE LABoR LAw.
Two hours. A comparative study of major labor relations systems in
western industrial societies. Using the system of the United States as a
frame of reference, the course will examine corresponding institutions in
other countries, particularly in Sweden, West Germany, The Netherlands,
Australia, Canada, and the United Kingdom. The institutions to be studied
will include, among others, collective bargaining, compulsory arbitration,
industrial tribunals, and employee participation programs such as work
councils and codetermination. (Paper required.)
Prerequisite: Labor Law I or consent of instructor.
Couprnarrvr Lew I.
Three hours. The methods and purposes of comparative law; the his-
torical development of the "common law" and "civil law" traditions;
sources of law, structure of codes, persons, obligations, property, adjective
law; the roles of lawyers and courts in various legal systems.
Closed to str.rdents from civil law jurisdictions except with permission
of the instructor. No knowledge of foreign language is required.
CovrpenerrvE LAw II.
Two hours. Comparative examination of selected aspects of law of se-
lected foreign countries.
Since the subject matter varies from year to year, a student may repeat
the course for credit. No knowledge of foreign language is required.
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Covp¡n¡rlvp PRlv¡rs INrpnu.trloN¡L LAw.
TWo hours. Comparative conflict of laws stresses new treaties on trans-
national judicial assistance, jurisdiction over foreign defendants, enforce-
ment of foreign judgments, foreign arbitrations, recognition of foreign
and U.S. divorces, and choice of law in contracts, torts, and decedents'
estates.
CovrprNsltloN Systnrrts.
Two hours. A seminar devoted to the study of the principles and
mechanisms for distributing losses. The role of liability insurance in re-
lation to other legal and social institutions; litigation and claim adjust-
ment under the liability insurance contract; and alternative forms of loss
distribution will be considered. (Paper normally required).
Corrprex FspeneI, LrrlcerroN Ser"rrN¡n.
Two hours. Civil procedure, primarily on the pre-trial and trial levels,
with special emphasis placed on complex practice areas: e.g., multi-
district litigation, securities litigation, shareholder derivative suits, anti-
trust and unfair competition cases, civil rights cases.
Prerequisíte: Federal Courts. (Prerequisite may be met by taking
Federal Courts simultaneously with Complex Federal Litigation Seminar.)
CoNnrrcr oF LAws.
Three hours. The law relating to transactions having elements in more
than one state; domicile; bases of jurisdiction of courts and of states; en-
forcement of sister state judgments; the rules developed and applied with
respect to property, contracts, torts, and family law.
CopynrcHr AND THE PnorpctloN oF LrrERÂRy ¡Np Anrlsrrc Pnoppnry.
Three hours. A detailed study of the 1976 Copyright Act as well as
other means of obtaining legal protection for literary, musical and artistic
works including unfair competition, tort and implied contract.
Conponere PreNNlNc.
Three hours. Planning and problem course in corporate, tax, securities,
accounting, and related fields. Students will draft instruments and sup-
porting memoranda in solution of a variety of questions in corporate or-
ganization, financing, operation, acquisition, and reorganization-a fairly
typical sequence of company growth and development. Student solutions
will be presented for class critique and in most instances for comparison
with actual solutions to similar problems.
Prerequísítes.' Business Associations I and II and Income Taxation.
Conpon¿,re ReonceNlzÀrloN.
Two hours. Special attention will be given to the tax aspects of acquisi-
tions, including purchases of assets or stock mergers, stock and asset ex-
changes and spin-offs; both taxable and tax-free. Corporate and securities
laws, accounting, financing, and business aspects will be given some at-
-\r--
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tention. Students will prepare memoranda in solving various tax-oriented
problems relating to corporate acquisitions.
Prerequísítes.' Business Associations I and II, Income Taxation, and
Corporate Taxation.
Conpon¡.rB Tax¿.rroN.
Three hours. The fo¡mation of corporations; earnings and profits;
dividends; distributions and redemptions; partial liquidations and com-
plete liquidations; collapsible corporations; payment or assumption of
liabilities; accumulated earnings tax; and personal holding company tax.
P rerequisíte: Income Taxation.
Cnp¡r.rons' RIcurs.
Three hours. The debtor-creditor relationship; enforcement of judg-
ments; attachment, garnishment, and sequestration; fraudulent convey-
ances; assignments for benefit of creditors and compositions; and bank-
ruptcy as affecting secured and unsecured creditors under the Bank-
ruptcy Reform Act of 1978.
CRTUIN¡I- EvroBNcE SBrr¡rN¡n.
Two hours. An intensive study of the rules of evidence as applied in
criminal cases with emphasis on implementation of the rules in practice.
The instructor may require a paper as well as an examination.
P re re quisite : Evidence.
CnIutxer JusrrcE AotttNrstn¡rlo¡¡.
Two hours. Administration of the criminal justice system at every
stage from arrest through punishment with emphasis on the bureaucratic,
institutional, and human factors inherent in the system and how those
forces affect judicial precedents and statutory law.
CnrvrN,rr Jusrrcr Cr-INlc.
Four hours. A practice-based period of study involving representation
of indigent clients in Dallas County criminal courts. Classroom instruc-
tion and skills training are integrated with actual case work.
Prerequísite: Third-year students preferred.
D¡uecBs.
Two hours. A functional analysis of standards, rules, and devices ap-
plicable generally to the trial of all kinds of damage claims, including the
standards of value, certainty, avoidable consequences, and the concepts
of interest, expenses of litigation and exemplary damages,
Drn¡crro RBsr,encs.
Maximum of three hours. Research upon legal problcms in any field
of law may be carried on with the consent of the instructor involved. A
comprehensive, analytical, and critical paper must be prepared to the
instructor's satisfaction. Open to students who have completed over one-
third of hours required for graduation. Before registration for Directed
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Research, the student must obtain, on a form supplied by the records
secretary, written approval of the instructor for the research project.
DrRE,c:rEo SruorBs.
Maximum of two hours. Studies undertaken by a student or group of
students under faculty supervision with prior approval of the Curriculum
Committee. The Committee may prescribe that the product of the studies
undertaken be communicated by a public discussion, submission of
periodic and final reports, or presentation of a collection of papers.
Elaproyu¡NT DISCRIMINATIoN.
Three hours. Examination of the federal law regulating discrimination
in employment. The primary emphasis is upon Title VII of the Civil
Rights Act of 1964 (discrimination on the basis of race, sex, religion,
and national origin), the Age Discrimination in Ernployment Act, the
Equal Pay Act, the Vocational Rehabilitation Act (concerning mental
and physical handicap), and federal requirements of affirmative action
imposed upon government contractors, but other civil rights statutes and
the National Labor Relations Act will be treated as they bear upon the
subject.
ENvrnoNIvtstrrAL LAw.
Three hours. A comprehensive survey of federal environmental law
including the Clean Air Act, Clean Vy'ater Act, Toxic Substances Control
Act, Ocean Dumping Act, Pesticides Act and National Environmental
Policy Act. Federal and state common law environmental protection tools
and the effects of scientific and economic analysis on the development of
environmental law will also be considered in detail.
ENvIno¡,uvIENr¡r- Rrcul¡.uoN oF ENERcy lNoustnles.
Two hours. Consideration of the substantive environmental restrictions
on energy productions including oil and gas extraction, surface coal min-
ing and nuclear power plant operation. Additionally, the course will
examine procedural and administrative problems in the issuance of oper-
ating permits under various environmental statutes and the practical
constraints on government decision-making when competing federal and
state authorities, private environmental groups and the energy industries
are involved.
Equrrenre RE,vreores.
Three hours. The conditions under which courts may grant appropriate
equitable relief instead of, or in addition to, damages, the usual law rem-
edy of right.
Esrers PuNNrNc.
Three hours. Functional examination of the integration of the Federal
estate and gift taxes; consideration of the kinds of transfers which attract
the estate and gift tax; marital deduction planning and drafting; drafting
the By-Pass Trust; desirability of making lifetime interspousal transfers;
---
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gifts to minors and other dependents (including the grantor trust rules) ;
techniques of income deflection and estate shrinkage for tax reasons;
transferring ownership of life insurance with emphasis on irrevocable life
insurance trusts; introduction to the generation skipping tax.
Prerequisites.' Income Taxation, Wills and Estate Administration or
Trusts and Trust Administration (on consultation with the instructor).
Esr¡rn PreN¡qrxc PnosLnr4s.
Three hours. Examination of selected estate planning issues, including
marital planning, planning for closely held business interests, tax on
generation-skipping transfers, uses of life insurance, qualifled plans, post-
mortem tax planning, and charitable giving.
Prerequísite: Estate Planning.
Erutcs euo Law Sur¿IN¡n.
Two hours. Ethical problems of interest to lawyers and ministers in
the performance of the duties of their respective professions. Topics have
included genetic control, abortion, euthanasia, capital punishment, and
revolutionary violence. Enrollment by permission of the instructors. (In
conjunction with Perkins School of Theology.) (paper required.)
Flvrrly L¡,w.
Three hours. The legal problems of the family including marriage, an-
nulment, divorce, legitimacy, custody, support of family members, adop-
tion, and related matters.
Fnor,n¡rr, Counrs.
Three hours. Congressional control of the distribution of judicial power
among federal and state courts; practice and procedure in the federal
clistrict courts including choice of law, federal question and diversityjLrrisdiction, and state-federal conflicts.
Fnppn,rl CnrllNet Tnrlr Pn¡crrcs.
Two hours. Procedural steps, in chronological order, for trial of a
criminal case in federal court, with emphasis on practice-related problems
taught in a trial-practice mode.
FrorRlL INcove T¡x PnonlBIr,ts oF ExEMpr C)Rc¡Nlz¡rloxs.
Two hours. Categories of exemption, criteria for exemption, the un-
related business income tax, distinction between public charities and pri-
vate foundations, taxes on private foundations, trusts with charitable and
noncharitable benefi ciaries.
P re reqtrisite : Income Taxation,
Fepnn¡.r- Orr- eNo Gas Texerrou.
Two hours. Tax problems of the petroleum industry; the leasing
transaction, farm-outs and sharing arrangements; drilling and develop-
ment costs; operations; depletion and intangibles; finances and sharing
arrangements; transfers of oil propertiesl unitization, and other organi-
zational matters.
,v
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FeoBRel T¡xp¡vrns CuNrc I.
Four hours. Clinical instruction in federal tax practice emphasizing
professional responsibility, negotiation with the Internal Revenue Service,
interviewing techniques and counseling. Classroom instruction is inte-
grated with interviewing prospective clients and with representation of
taxpayers before the Revenue Service,
Prerequisite : Income Taxation,
Frr.¡lNcrer INsurutloNs-Bl¡¡rI¡qc L¡,w.
Two or three hours. An introduction to the federal laws governing
commercial banking activities, with primary emphasis on the regulation
of national banks. Topics may include an analysis of federal regulations
affecting traditional banking activity (i.e., deposits and commercial lend-
ing) and certain incidental powers (e.g., leasing and insurance), forma-
tion of national banks, regulation of bank-holding companies, commer-
cial paper, consumer transactions, fiduciary standards, securities and
antitrust aspects, and problems of failing banks. Comparison to regula-
tion of other financial institutions may be utilized. (Paper may be re-
required. )
Fooo eNp Dnuc Lew.
Two hours. Food and drug law with emphasis on its history, prohibited
acts including adulteration and misbranding, actions and penalties, rule
making, jurisdictional overlap of Federal Trade Commission and Depart-
ment of Agriculture, and impact of other statutes.
GovenNMENT CoNTR-acrs.
Two hours. An introduction to the law of contracts with the federal
government including formation, financing, performance, dispute reso-
lution, and the accomplishment of governmental objectives.
Gnoup AcrroNs lNo RrueorBs.
Two hours. Study of litigation involving groups, including class, asso-
ciational, public attorney general, private attorney general, and derivative
group actions. Problems include representation (standing, adequacy, no-
tice), appropriateness, and practice (jurisdiction, venue, pleading, dis-
covery, trial, and appeal).
INcopæ TexnrroN.
Four hours. Introduction to the federal income tax system; analysis
of Internal Revenue Code, Treasury Regulations, rulings, and case law;
development of income, deductions, credits, assignment of income, an-
nual accounting, and capital gains concepts.
INcolv¡B TrxrrroN or Tnusrs eNo Esr¡rss.
Two hours. Analysis of and planning with respect to Subchapter J of
the Internal Revenue Code; taxation of estates, trusts and their bene-
fìciaries, including the distributable net income concept, simple trusts,
-?¿-
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complex trusts, accumulation trusts, grantor trusts, and income in respect
of a decedent.
Prerequisítes.' Income Taxation, Trusts, and Wills.
INsun¡Ncr.*
Two hours. Principles governing: the nature of insurance law; the
principle of indemnity including insurable interest, measure of recovery,
and multiple claims for indemnity (subrogation and other insurance);
persons and interests protected; risks transferred including nature of loss
and its causes, warranties, representations, and concealment, limits and
duration of coverage; rights at variance with policy provisions; claims
processes; and insurance institutions.
INrrnN¡.troNtl EcoNovrrc DBvBropvrBNr L¿.w I.
Two hours. Analyzes impact on development of law, i.e., foreign tax
and investment laws, export credits, political risk insurance, restrictions
on multinational enterprises, technology transfer laws, world trade struc-
ture and the international monetary system. (Examination; paper at pro-
fessor's option for students with requisite background.)
Ih¡r¡nbrerroN¡r- EcoNovrrc DevpLopl,rcNr Lew II.
Two hours. Examines certain laws adopted by poor nations to achieve
development, such as economic integration units (e.g. Andean Common
Market), securities market development laws, tax systems, agrarian re-
form, Communist structures, population controls and environmental regu-
lation. International Economic Development Law I not a prerequisite.(Examination; paper at professor's option for students with requisite
background.)
lNrsRNarroNer- Lew.
Three hours. The international legal system; territory; nationality; juris-
diction; claims: international agreements; force and war.
INTBnN¡rroru¡r Onc¡Nrz¡.uoNs LAw. *
Three hours. The structure, status, and function of international
organizations, especially the United Nations system. Functional arrange-
ments, peace and security, trade.
INrenN¡,tloNel Tnx Sprr¡lNen.
Two hours. A seminar on selected aspects of taxation of foreign in-
come of U.S. citizens, residents and domestic corporations and taxation
of domestic income of non-resident aliens and foreign corporations.
Participants will be required to prepare two papers on approvecl subjects
and lead class discussion thereon.
P re requisite : Corporate Taxation,
INrEnN.trroNu- TReNsecuoNs-Eunopp¡,N CovrvuNrry.
Two hours. Examination of legal and "constitutional" underpinnings
of the European Community, followed by discussion of selected prob-
* Infrequently offered.
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lems of doing business within it (e.g., import-export, licensing, direct
establishment, and antitrust matters). (Paper may be required.)
JounNer, oF ArR Lew eNo Coilrvnnce,
Maximum credit, flve hours. Preparation of comments on topics of
current interest, notes on cases of significance, and editorial work inci-
dent to publication of the Journal ol Aír Law and Commerce.
JunrspnunrNcr I.
Three hours. A survey of major theories of legal philosophy.
JunrspnupeNce II.
Two hours. Selected problems in twentieth-century legal philosophy.
JuvrNu-n, DnrrnqueNcv.
Two hours. A study of juvenile delinquency as a social concept; law
of delinquency; procedure in juvenile court, and the unique aspects of a
Iawyer's role in a delinquency case.
L¡¡on Law L
Three hours. Law regulating the employment relationship studied in
connection with various forms of group conflict and organizational ac-
tivity. The course covers rights and duties of individuals and institutions
in the labor-relations context; concerted activity, including strikes, picket-
ing, and boycotts; negotiation and enforcement of collective agreements;
employee-union relations; and problems of jurisdiction and accommoda-
tion among courts, boards and arbitrators. The course emphasis is on
the substantive and procedural law of the Labor-Management Relations(Taft-Hartley) Act.
Leson Lew II.
Two hours. An advanced course in labor law which examines the law
under other American labor law systems, including the Railway Labor
Act, various state public employee collective bargaining statutes, and the
Federal Service Labor Relations Statute.
Prerequisite: Labor Law I.
Leson Pnosr-BN{s SBrurrNtn.
Two hours. Seminar designed for students having a special interest in
labor law; will focus on developing legal problems in various fields of
industrial and labor relations. (Paper required.)
Prerequisíte: Labor Law I.
Lenon RerÄ,rroNs PTINNTNG AND Pnecrrce.
Two hours. Labor relations problems requiring preparation of docu-
ments, such as materials relating to union election campaigns, picketing,
leafleting, and boycotts; collective bargaining clauses and contracts; arbi-
tration materials; Labor Department reports; pleadings, motions, and
memoranda for NLRB and the court actions involving labor relations
issues.




Three hours. Planning; zoning; subdivision; land use controls, race and
poverty; private covenants, emphasis on administrative process in public
land use planning.
L¡w eNo MB¡rclxB.
Two hours. A seminar examining issues which interface law and medi-
cine such as legal regulation of the delivery and allocation of health care
resources; biomedical and behavioral research on prisoners, mental pa-
tients, and fetuses; and theraputic confidentiality. (Paper normally re-
quired. )
Lew eNp PsycHrerny.
Two hours. A seminar taught with the assistance of psychiatric ex-
perts, inquiring broadly into criminal and/or civil law problems when
legal and psychiatric considerations are involved. (Paper normally re-
quired)
L,qw Ornrcr Me¡.r¡cBùreNr.
Two hours. A study of various management and planning techniques
applicable to the economic aspects and client relationships of a law
practice.
Lrcel AccouNTrNc.
Two hours. An introduction to the theory and principles of accounting.
Emphasis is placed on the accounting process and on a legal analysis of
such matters as determination of income, methods of allocating income
and costs to different accounting periods, transactions involving debt and
equity financing, concepts of corporate surplus. Limited to students with
no more than eight credits of college accounting work except with the
instructor's permission.
Lnclr- CoUNSELINc AND INTERvIEwINc'fr,cHuIquns.
Two hours. Taught jointly by a member of the law faculty and a foren-
sic psychologist. Objective is to introduce principles and techniques to
improve a lawyer's ability to interact with clients.
Lr,cel ExrenN PnocR¡u.
Two hours. A supervised program to provide a student with at least
30 hours with an opportunity to observe the practice of law in an insti-
tutional setting.
Lrcel Hlsronv (ENcr-rsu).
Three hours. Anglo-American legal concepts in historical perspective
with particular reference to developments in England and the United
States before 1800; particular emphasis on the development of the rules
of contracts and torts. (Memorandum and examination normally re-
quired)
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Lrc¡r Hrsrony (Avrnnrce¡{).':'
Two hours. A brief review of the English background; the colonial
period (English, Spanish, and French); basic constitutional develop-
ments; the early nineteenth century; the post-Civil War period; the twen-
tieth century through 1950; comparison of Anglo-American and Hispano-
American legal institutions and their fusion in the United States (Paper
and examination normally required.)
Lscel PnosrEMS oF Hrcnen EpucArloN,*
Two hours. This course explores the role of law and legal institutions
in controlling or influencing institutional decisions and in apportioning
decision-making power. (Paper required.)
Lrc¡r, PnosrEMS oF INrenN¡,uoNeL Busr¡{¡ss.
Three hours. A study of legal problems encountered under both United
States and foreign laws by American enterprises engaged in international
business. The course covers export sales contracts, letters of credit, inter-
national trade flnancing, foreign licensing agreements, foreign investment,
currency and capital restriction, the use of foreign corporate forms, the
financing of foreign operations, and the application of United States legis-
lation abroad with respect to boycotts, corrupt practices, securities trans-
actions and anti-trust activities.
Leclsr-¡.TtoN.
Two hours. A study of the products of the legislative process: types
of legislation, their component parts and judicial interpretation of them.
(Paper required.)
Locer GovrnNÀlrNr LAw.
Three hours. Forms and functions of local government units; judicial
and legislative sources of control; police powers; financing; staffing; tort
liability.
Msxrer- CoNolrIoNs,t¡¡n CRIuTN¡,I- Llasrrtry.*
Two hours. Study of mental conditions as requisites of criminal lia-
bility. Concepts of voluntariness, criminal intent, motive, recklessness,
negligence, necessity, duress, provocation, mistake, insanity, and the like
will be examined. (Paper normally required.)
Mocx Tnr¡,r.
One hour. Participation as a member of a mock trial team represent-
ing the School of Law in one of several inter-school competitions in
which the School of Law participates each year. One hour for each
competition up to a maximum of two hours can be earned.
Moor Counr.
One hour. Introduction to the art of persuasion by written and oral




group instructed by members of the Moot Court Board. The course
culminates in an annual flrst-year moot court competition.
Prerequísíte: Research Methods and Legal Writing I and II (prerequi-
site must be met by taking Research Methods and Legal Writing II si-
mr-rltaneously with Moot Court).
Moor Counr (AovaNcro).
One hour. Participation as a member of an appellate advocacy team
representing the School of Law in one of several inter-school competitions
in which the School of Law participates each year. One hour for each
competition up to a maximum of two hours can be earned.
NncouesLs lNsrnuvtBNrs.
Two hours. An introduction to the law of negotiable instruments and
the role of banks in the collection and payment of instruments.
Or¡- nxo G¡s.
Three hours. Ownerships in oil and gas; correlative rights and duties
in a common reservoir; governmental regulation; remedies against tres-
passers; instruments conveying mineral interests; partition; pooling and
unitization. Special emphasis on the rights and duties of the oil and gas
lessee and lessor in the usual forms of leasing transactions.
P¡ntNBRsHrp TexarroN.
Two hours. The formation of partnerships; taxation of partnership in-
come; special allocations; elective basis adjustments; distributions; liquida-




Two hours. The course focuses on the means for obtaining legal pro-
tection of patentable and unpatentable inventions and technical knowl-
edge and on licensing and aspects of litigation affecting these rights.
PnRspE,crrvns oF AMERTcAN LAw.
Three hours. This course is designed to provide foreign students with
an introduction to the American legal system. Subjects to be covered in-
clude the sources of American Law and legal bibliography; the judicial
structure (both state and federal) and the American adversary system;
administrative law; Iabor law; commercial law including forms of doing
business and creditors' remedies; property law and injuries to persons and
property; ancl family law and succession. The course is open only to
students in the M.C.L. program.
Pnonrelas oF PRooF.+







Two hours. Study of the development of the concept of recovery for
injuries caused by products; survey of civil actions for harm resulting
from defective and dangerous products; study of problems associated
with hazard identification and the process of evaluation of risk; govern-
ment regulation of dangerous and defective products; review of the Con-
sumer Products Safety Act and current legislation dealing with injuries
and remedies in specific areas.
PnonesstoNer, ConponerloNs,
Two hours. Organization, operation, and termination under profes-
sional corporation statutes: income tax and estate planning considerations
of employee compensation programs including health and medical plans,
qualified retirement plans, and other employee benefits; income and
estate tax planning for departure of a principal, including buy-sell agree-
ments.
Prerequísítes.' Income Taxation and Corporate Taxation.
Pnoprnry Sscunrry.
Two hours. The real property mortgage including rights and duties
before and after foreclosure, priorities, transfer of interests of mortgagor
and mortgagee, subrogation, marshalling, discharge, and redemption.
Primary emphasis is on Texas law.
RseL EsrerE Tex PreNNrNc.
Three hours. Problems involving acquisition, development, use, and
disposition of interests in real property, with emphasis on tax problems
that arise in common real estate transactions such as leases, sales, sale-
andleaseback, and exchanges. Use of partnership, corporation, and REIT
are studied and compared.
Prerequisítes.' fncome Taxation and either Corporate Taxation or Part-
nership Taxation.
Rn¡l EsrlrB Tn¡NsecuoNs.
Three hours. Transfer, finance, and development of real property; the
real estate sales contract, the duties and remedies of sellers, purchasers
and brokers; conveyancing; title protection, including recording laws, the
mechanics of title search, clearing titles, and title insurance; real estate
finance, including mortgages and federal programs; condominiums, co-
operatives, and shopping centers. Heavy emphasis on Texas law.
Rncul¿rep INnusrnlps SeM¡NÄ.n,+
Two hours. An examination of those sectors of the economy that are
comprehensively regulated by governmental authority. The pertinent legal
and economic questions are considered and their resolution within the
framework of the administrative procesd is explored. Attention is focused
on such selected industries as transportation, communication, agriculture,
banking, and public power.
-Irrf 
,. q u.n tl y o ff e re d.
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ScInNcr, TecHNor-ocv, exo Law.
Two hours. A study of the development by courts and legislatures of
rules to meet the impact of scientific and technological innovations, and
of how diverse societies meet new problems through law. (Paper re-
quired. )
SEcuRsp TR¡Ns¡ctIoNs.
Three hours. An introductory survey of the law relating to security
interests in personal property, with particular emphasis on Article 9
of the Uniform Commercial Code and the Bankruptcy Reform Act of
r978.
Srcunrrrss RpcuurroN.
Three hours. A study of the securities laws (primarily federal but also
state, especially Texas) and of the activities and industry they govern.
The principal emphasis is on the regulation of issuance, sale, resale,
and purchase of securities, and on the disclosure requirements generated
by the registration, reporting, proxy, tender and anti-fraud provisions.
Other important subjects are civil liability (express and implied); exemp-
tions from registration (especially private placements), the meaning of
"security" regulation and insider trading. Also treated are the functions
of the SEC and of state securities administrators. Commodities regulation
is touched on. Broker-dealer and market regulation may be covered if
time permits. (Paper normally required.)
SourgwrsrpnN L¡.w JounNer.
Maximum credit, five hours. Preparation of comments on topics of
current interest, notes on cases of significance, and editorial work incident
to publication of the Southwestern Law lournal.
Sr¡,rr eNo Locer Taxerrox.*
TWo hours. Selected problems in state and local taxation of individuals
and corporations with pãrticular reference to property, sales, and income
taxes. Problems of constitutional authority, intergovernmental conflict
and cooperation, economic impact, and administrative review processes.
Tex AccouNrtNc.
Two hours. Timing of income and deductions for federal income tax
purposes, including accounting periods, cash receipts and disbursements
method, accrual method, advance payments, long-term contract method,
installment sales, reserves for expenses, change in method of accounting,
inventories, net operating losses, the claim of right doctrine and the tax
beneflt rule.
Prerequísite : Income Taxation,
Tex Pnoc¡puRE AND LrrrcerroN.
TWo hours. Preparation and trial of tax cases in the federal courts;




istrative powers and procedures of the Internal Revenue Service; criminal
violations of the Internal Revenue Code; accumulations of supporting
evidence for a tax plan.
T¡xerro¡q ¡No Frsc¡r. Porrcv.
Two hours. The interaction between budgetary demands and revenue
policy; equity and fairness of taxation; effect of taxation on business
activity; relationship between federal and state taxing systems; social,
political, and economic implications of the tax structure.
Prerequísite,s.' Income Taxation and Corporate Taxation.
T¡x¡.rroN or DrnnnnBo Coup¡Nserro¡r.
Two hours, Income, estate, and gift tax law relating to various de-
ferred compensation plans, including profit sharing, stock bonus, and
pension plans; qualified and nolt-qualified stock options; deferred com-
pensation contracts; restricted property; corporate, securities, labor, and
community property law considered where appropriate.
Prerequisites.' Income Taxation and Corporate Taxation.
Texls CnrÞrrNAL PRocEDURE.
Two or three hours. A study of the Texas Code of Criminal Procedure
and its implementation in the Texas Courts from the point of arrest
through the appellate stage of the proceedings.
Tnxls CnrurNAL TRrAL Pnecrrcr,.
Two hours. A practical approach to the practice and techniques of
criminal trial advocacy, utilizing the law and proceclure of Texas as the
format. (Paper normally required.)
Tpxns M¡rnrMoNIAL PRopantv.
Three hours. The Texas law of separate and community property ancl
family property exempt from creditors' claims.
Tnx¡,s Pnp-TRr¡r- PnocEoune.
Three hours. Texas civil procedure prior to trial, including the attorney-
client relation, the prelitigation aspects of civil controversies, jurisdiction
of the subject matter, jurisdiction of the person and service of process,
pleading, joinder of parties and claims, venue, res judicata and reìated
principles, discovery, and summary judgrnent practice, and settlement.
Tr,xes Tnr¡l eNn AppsLL¡TE PRocEDURE.
Three hours. Texas civil procedure from the commencement of trial
through appeal, including selection of the jury, presentation of the case,
motions for instructed verdict, special issue submission, motions for judg-
ment notwithstanding the verdict and for new trial, entry of juclgment,
and perfection and prosecution of appeals through the court of civil ap-
peals and supreme court.
Prerequisíte: Contemporaneous enrollment in or successful completion
of Texas Pre-Trial Procedure.
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Tnr¡r- Aovoc¡cv.
Three hours. Enrollment limited to 24 students. An intensive course
in trial tactics, techniques, and advocacy. The emphasis durilrg the first
half of the semester is on practice in the separate components of a trial:
direct examination, objections, cross-examination, use of rehabilitative de-
vices, examination of expert witnesses, jury selection, opening sta.tements,
closing argument, and pretrial preparation. During the second half of the
semester each student acts as co-counsel in a full trial. Video tape record-
ing is used for critiquing student performance throughout the semester.
Prerequisites.' Civil Procedure I and II and Evidence.
TRusrs: Pr-eNNrNc AND DRAFTTNc.
Three hours. Principal dispositive instruments employed in the wealth
transfer process; role of taxation; creation of express trusts; resulting and
constructive trusts; charitable trr.rsts; rights, duties, and powers of settlors,
trustees, and beneficiaries; spendthrift trusts; liabilities of trustees to third
persons; class gifts; powers of appointment; rule against perpetuities; acl-
ministration; termination of trusts; and drafting of instruments.
U.S. T¡xnrloN or, INTeRNATToNAL TneNstcuoxs.
Three hours. Tax problems and planning with respect to international
transactions of individuals and corporations. United States income taxa-
tion of export transactions, licensing arrangements, foreign investment,
foreign currency transactions and U.S. persons located abroad. United
States taxation of foreign individual and foreign corporate investment in
the United States. Analysis of applicable tax treaties and the use of tax
haven jurisdictions.
W¡rr,R L¡w.*
Two hours. System of water rights; riparian, appropriation, and pre-
scriptive rights; surface and underground water; termination of rights;
injuries caused by water; development of water supplies; federal-state
conflicts; pollution control.
WrtLs ¡No Esr¡re AnvrNlsrR¿rroN.
Three hours. Functional examination of testate and intestate succes-
sion; execntion and revocation of wills; testamentary capacity, undue in-
fluence, mistake and fraud; failure of devises and legacies; administration
of estates, including income tax considerations and post mortem planning;
clrafting of instruments with particular emphasis on Texas law.
$701.3 COURSES OUTSTDE LA\ry SCHOOL
Courses in other graduate or professional schools of the University
which are relevant to student's program may be taken with approval of









s70r.4 couRSES AT OTHER LAW SCHOOLS
For transfer from other law schools, see 5302.4. After entry in this
law school, summer courses in other law schools may be taken for trans-
fer of credits with prior approval of the Curriculum Committee. Transfer
credits may be earned in regular terms only in extraordinary circum-
stances of demonstrated special need, requiring full faculty approval.
For information see records secretary. See $302.5.
$702 FREQUENCY OF COURSE OFFERINGS
J.D. program required courses (listed in S$701.1 and 703) are óffered
at least once each academic year. Elective courses which are marked
"Infrequently offered" in $701.2 are usually offered only once within two
to four years, depending on available faculty, student interest, and other
factors. Other elective courses are normally offered at least once in two
years, although variations may occur,
100
F.llr Snv¡srpn 1982
Civil Procedure I (3 sections) - -- 3
Contracts I 14 sections)
Property I (3 sections)
Torts I (3 sections)
Criminal Law (3 sections) -.,,-- ,.-
Research Methods/I-egal
Writing (10 sections) J
15
Constitutional Law I
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s7o3 SCHEDULE OF COURSES
Fu-r ¡N¡ SPntNc SeMBsrsns 1982-83
FIRST YEAR REQUIRED COURSES*
Spnluc Sptvt¡srBn 1983
Civil Procedure II (3 sections) -- 2
Contracts II (4 sections) , -------- - 3
Property II (3 sections) -,,,------.---, 3
Torts II (3 sections) -- ,--,---- - ---, 3
Legislative & Administrative
Process (3 sections) 2
Research Methods/I-egal
Writing (10 sections) -j
14
Constitutional Law II(3 sections) -- -- -"- 3
Constitutional Criminal












Administrative Law , ------ 3
Business Associations I(2 sections)







Comparative Law T .
3




































Business Associations II(2 sections)
Civil Clinic
Civil Rights Legislation
,r, Required courses must be taken in the year and semester indicated, except
that Evldence and Code of Professional Responsibility may be taken in the
...ona y"u. and Constitutional Criminal Procedure may be taken in the third
year.
' 
'k':'Only for students who have already taken Constitutional Law I'
*xx Buah of the elective courses and seminars is not offered each year. These

























Federal Income Tax Problems
of Exempt Organizations 
- ----,--- 2







Group Actions & Remedies 
- ---,--,- 2
Income Taxation (3 sections) -- 4
Income Taxation of




Comparative Labor Law 
-.--...- - ---- 
2










Copyright and the Pro-







Criminal Evidence Seminar 
--,--,-











Ethics and Law Seminar
Family Law
Federal Courts
Federal Oil & Gas
Taxation
Federal Taxpayers Clinic I



































































Perspectives of American Law 
----






Taxation and Fiscal Policy
Texas Criminal Trial Practice , 
----
Texas Matrimonial Property 
---,----




Texas Trial & Appellate
International Economic
Development Law II 2
International Organizations
Law













Trusts: Planning and Drafting 
----
Wills & Estate Administration 
---,
Law and Medicine







- --, -- 2
Legal Extern Program 
- -- - -- ---- 
2
Legal History (American) , 
--. ---- 
2
Legal History (English) ,---- 3
Procedure







I-egal Profession ,,- 
------ ----.------------ 
2













Real Estate Tax Planning
Real Estate Transactions
Regulated Industries Seminars 
------
Science, Technology









Taxation and Fiscal Policy 
--______
Texas Criminal Procedure ,- 2 or
Texas Pre-Trial Procedure
Texas Trial & Appellate
Procedure
Trial Advocacy
Trusts: Planning and Drafting 
------
U.S. Taxation of Inter-
national Transactions 
---,-- --- ---- 3
Water Law 2


























s801 COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITTES REPRESENTED 1981-82
Abilene Christian College 6 Duke University
Allegheny College East Texas State University 
----------
Eastern Illinois University 
------------
Alma College
Arizona State University 
- ------------
Arizona, University of 
-.----------------
Arkansas State University 
------,-----












Boston University Hawaii, University of 
--------------------




































California-Davis, University of 
----
California-LA, University of 
---,----
Cameron University










Davidson College (NC) .
Denison University
DePauw University




Fairleigh Dickinson University 
----
Florida. University of 
---------"----..,.
Florida Tech University "---------------
George Washington University 
----
Ceorgetown University
Georgia State University 
--- --------
Grambling State Univesrity 
-----.----
Hollins College
Houston, University of 
----------- 
,
Howard University (DC) - -- "
Howard Payne College
Illinois-Urbana, University of 
----,-
Illinois, University of 
------------- -- 
.
Illinois Wesleyan University 
--- ----
Indiana University
Iona C.ollege (NY) 
-
Iowa State University
Iowa, University of 
--------_
Kansas State University 
----"-----------
Kansas, University of





LaRoche College (Pa) 
-
Louisville, University of 
----------- ---.
Louisiana State University 
------------










































































Nebraska, University of 
-.
New Hampshi.", uitiu"t.iiv ãi 
--
New Mexico, University of 
--,,, ,-
New Mexico State University








North Texas State University 
---- 
20






Notre Dame, College of (Md) 
---- 
1







Oklahoma Baptist University 
-----,-
Oklahoma Christian College 
----- -
Oklahoma State University 
----------
Oklahoma, University of ,--. 
-
Old Dominion University (Va) 
-.
Ottawa University
Our Lady of Lake University
Oxford University
Pan American University
Pennsylvania State University 
- ----
Pennsylvania, University of 
--- ----






Rochester, University of 
-----------,-- .

















St. John's University (NY)
St. Olaf College
St. Thomas, University of 
------ ----
Sam Houston State University 
----
Savannah State College -- .-----
Seton Hall University
South, University of the
South Dakota siut" uniu"triiv















Stephen F. Austin University ,-------
1 Stephens College
Sul Ross State University 
--------
SUNY College - -,- -
Swarthmore College
Sweet Briar College





Texas A & M University 
------------ 
2l
Texas Christian University - ---- 10
Texas Tech University 
-------- 
_____ 11








Texas Woman's University 
-- ------- 
2
Toledo, University of ---,- ,-------- 1
Trinity University
Tulane University
Tulsa, University of 
-----------------,---- I
United States Air Force Academy 2
United States Military Academy I
United States Naval Academy 
-- 1
Utah State University
Utah, University of 


























































Washington & Jefferson College 
--
Washington & Lee University 
------
Colleges and Universities Represented 105
Vassar College Wesleyan University
Virginia, University of - -----------.---- West Florida, University of ----------
Western Illinois University 
----------
Western New Mexico University 
--
William & Mary, College of 
--------
William Smith College




S8O2 COUNTRIES REPRESENTED-STUDENTS FROM ABROAD
Argentina Mexico
Brazil Peru





Korea West Bank Jordan
I-ebanon West Germany
Liberia
3
1
2
1
1
I
4
1
I
6
2
J
J
1
I
2
5
1
6
1
I
I
I
,
3
1
I
2
I
2
1
1
1
Thailand
Venezuela
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